
Laws of Mendel



MENDELS’S LAW OF INHERITANCE









Law of Independent assortment





Generally, there are two phenotypic 

expressions of a partieular character. 

For example, flower colour in four 
o'clock plant (Mirabilis jalapa) has 
two phenotypic expressions- red 

(dominant) and white (recessive). 
Only one of these is expressed-i.e., 
dominant phenotype in homozygous 

(AA) and heterozygous (Aa) 
conditions and recessive phenotype 

in only homozygous (aa) condition. 

However, in this case F1 

(heterozygous) shows pink flowers 

which is intermediate between the 

dominant (red colour of flower) and 

the recessive (white colour of 

flower). This type of inheritance 

where heterozygote shows an 

intermediate phenotype, is termed 

as incomplete dominance. 

Further, in F2 generation both 

phenotypic and genotypic ratios are 

also similar, i.e.,i red (RR): 2 pink 

(Rr): 1 white (rr). 
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conditions and recessive phenotype 
in only homozygous (aa) condition. 

However, in this case F1 

(heterozygous) shows pink flowers 
which is intermediate between the 
dominant (red colour of flower) and 
the recessive (white colour of 
flower). This type of inheritance 
where heterozygote shows an 
intermediate phenotype, is termed 
as incomplete dominance. 
Further, in F2 generation both 

phenotypic and genotypie ratios are 

also similar, i.e.,1 red (RR): 2 pink 
(Rr): 1 white (rT). 
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Incomplete dominance in Mirabilis jalapa 



Codominancr Saved 

The ABO blood group system is 
used to denote the presence of one, 
both, or 

Codominance 
Codominance occurs when pairs of 
alleles are both expressed equally 
in the phenotype of a heterozygous 
individual 
When assigning alleles for 
codominance, the convention is to 
use a common letter to represent
dominant and recessive and use 
superscripts to represent the 
different codominant alleles 
An example of codominance is the 
ABO blood grouping in humans 

I stands for immunoglobulin (antigenic 
protein on blood cells) 

A and B stand for the codominant 
variants 

The ABO gene has three alleles: 1A, 
8 and i 

1A and 18 are codomi 
recessive (no antige 
produced) 

Codominance mean 
1 alleles will be expressed w 

given phenotype 
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superscripts to represent the 
different codominant alleles 
An example of codominance is the 

ABO blood grouping in humansS 
I stands for immunoglobulin (antigenic 

protein on blood cells) 
A and B stand for the codominant 

variants 

The ABO gene has three alleles: , 
1 and i 

and 1 are codominant, wherease i is 
recessive (no antigenic protein is 

produced) 
Codominance means that both IA and 

1 alleles will be expressed within a 
given phenotype 

The genotypes and phenotypes of 

the ABO blood groups are: 

Phenotype Genotype 

I 

AA or Ai 

B18 or 1Bi 

AB AB 

The ABO Blood Group System_ 
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The ABO gene has three alleles: A, 
B and i 

and 1 are codominant, wherease i is 
recessive (no antigenic protein is 

produced) 
Codominance means that both A and 

8 alleles will be expressed within a 

given phenotype 

The genotypes and phenotypes of 

the ABO blood groups are: 

Phenotype Genotype 
O ii 

AA or i 

3 j or 1i 

AB 
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Overdominance 
In some instances, ofspring can demonstrate a 
phenotype that is outside the range defined by both 
parents. In particular, the phenomenon known 
as overdominance occurs when a heterozygote has 
a more extreme enotype than that of either of its 
parents. Indeed, in a few examples, a trait that 

shows overdominance sometimes confers a survival 

advantage in the heterozygote (Parsons & Bodmer, 
1961). 
A well-known example of overdominance occurs in 

the alleles that code for sickle-cell anemia. Sickle 
cell anemia is a debilitating disease of the red blood 

cells, wherein a single amino acid deletion causes a 

change in the conformation of a person's 

hemoglobin such that the person's red blood cells 

are elongated and somewhat cuved, taking on a 

sickle shape. This change in shape makes the 

sickle red blood cells less efficient al transporting 

oxygen through the bloodstream..

The altered form of hemoglobin that causes sickle 

cell anemia is inherited as a codominant trait. 

Specifically. heterozygous (Ss) ndividuals express 

both normal and sickle hemoglobin, so they have a 

mixture of normal and sickle red blood cells. In most 

situations. individuals who are heterozygous for 

sickle-cell anemia are phenotypically normal. Under 

these circumstances, sickle-cell disease is a 

recessive trait. Individuals who are homozygous for 

the sickle-cell allele (ss), however, may have 

SICkling crises that require hospitalization. In severe 

cases, this condition can be lelhal. 

Producing altered hemoglobin can be beneficial for 

inhabitants of countries afflicted with falciparum 

malara, an extremely deadly parasitic disease 

Sickle blood cells "collapse" around the parasites 

and filter them out of the blood. Thus. people who 

carry the sickle-cell allele are more like recoy 

from malarial infection. In terms of cor 

malaria, the Ss genotype has an advar 
oveh 
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Complementary gene action













Dominant Epistasis





Polymeric Gene Action



CYTOPLASMIC INHERITANCE



• As a rule most of the traits in an organism are determined by genes 
located in the chromosomes which transmit them from one 
generation to the other during reproduction.

• A small portion of hereditary transmission occurs through the 
cytoplasm without involvement of the nuclear genome.It is called 
extrachromosomal or extranuclear,non-chromosomal,uniparental or 
cytoplasmic inheritance.



• Plasma genes:The genes governing the traits showing cytoplasmic 
inheritance are located outside the nucleus and in the cytoplasm and 
thus called plasma genes,cytogenes,extranuclear genes,extra
chromosomal genes.

• Plasmon:The plasma genes together representing the totality of 
cytoplasmic heredity constitute the plasmon i.e. the sum total of 
genes present in the cytoplasm of a cell.

• Plaston:The genes present in the plastids are known as plaston.



Criterion for cytoplasmic inheritance

Crosses exhibiting the following types of results may suggest 
extrachromosomal inheritance:

1.Differences in the reciprocal cross results

2.Maternal influence

3.Indifference in nuclear substitution

4.Failure to show segregation or segregation is inconsistent with the 
segregation of the chromosomes





Mirabilis jalapa(4 o” clock plant)



• Chloroplasts of green plants are self replicating bodies which arise in 
the cytoplasm from tiny particles called plastid primordia which 
contain DNA.

• In case of 4 o clock plant variegated individuals in which some 
branches have normal green leaves while others are entirely pale or 
white or a mixture of pale and green leaves.Ovules as well as the 
somatic cells of the the mottled plants may carry both abnormal or 
pale plastids and normal green plastids in their cytoplasm.









• The mottled effect is transmitted through the maternal line because 
the pollen has little if any cytoplasm,its influence on variegation is 
negligible.Type of progeny depends on the branch type on which 
flowers are pollinated.



Iojap inheritance in corn
Iojap is characterized by contrasting stripes of green and white colours on leaves. This character is 
controlled by a gene (y) located on chromosome 7 in corn. 

The dominant allele Ij is responsible for normal green plastids and its recessive allele ij for iojap
(striped) character, so that Ijlj is green and ijij is iojap. 

Plants with genotype ijij would carry normal green plastids as well as abnormal white plastids, while 
plants with genotype Ijij would carry only green normal plastids. 

Female gametes from ijij can, therefore, carry either only green plastids or only abnormal white 
plastids or both. Consequently, if ijij is used as female parent and IjIj as male parent, the 
F1 individuals (Ijij)will be green, white or striped. 

From these F1 individuals, if Ijij (striped) is again used as a female parent, and crossed 
with IjIj (green) as male parent, two genotypes, namely Ijij and Ijij would be obtained in equal 
proportions. 

Each of these two genotypes would have three phenotypes (green, white and striped). It should be 
noticed that, in such a cross, IjIj (striped) would also be obtained.

It is, therefore, obvious that iojap character once inherited through female parent will be able to 
maintain itself in the cytoplasm irrespective of genotype of plant. Therefore, as discussed above, 
iojap or striped phenotype may have any of the three possible genotypes, IjIj, Ijij and ijij.





• It is, therefore, obvious that iojap character once inherited through 
female parent will be able to maintain itself in the cytoplasm 
irrespective of genotype of plant. Therefore, as discussed above, iojap
or striped phenotype may have any of the three possible 
genotypes, IjIj, Ijij and ijij.







RHOADES EXPERIMENT



MATERNAL EFFECTS:SHELL TYPES BASED ON 
SIDE OF COILING in Snails



SHELL COILING IN SNAIL (FRESH WATER 
SNAIL)





Sex linked inheritance



•

•
•

•

In Mendelian pattern of inheritance, the genes for contrasting
characters were located on autosomes but not on the sex
chromosomes. Secondly, the result of reciprocal cross is same
as normal cross which is not the case with sex linked
inheritance. There are three types of sex-linked genes
depending upon their association with particular chromosome.
They are as follows:
(i) The genes which are located on X-chromosomes are called
X-linked genes or sex linked genes.
(ii) The genes which are located on Y chromosomes are called
Y-linked genes or holandric genes.
 





• A character from the father goes to the daughter (F1) and then
from daughter to grandson in the next generation (F2). Such type
of inheritance is also called as criss-cross inheritance. In this
type of inheritance result of the reciprocal crosses are not
identical as in case with Mendelian crosses.



•
•

Sex-Linkage in Drosophila:
T.H. Morgan (1910) for the first time discovered sex-linkage in
Drosophila melanogaster. Morgan when experimenting noted
the sudden appearance of one white-eyed male (mutant form)
in the culture of normal red-eyed Drosophila. This white-eyed
male was crossed with red eyed female. The F1 flies (both male
and female) were all red-eyed indicating that white eye colour is
recessive to the normal red eye colour.
 





•

•

When these F1 flies were inter-crossed freely, the red-and white-
eyed flies appeared in the ratio 3: 1 in the F2 generation. White-
eyed flies were male. Among the red eyed flies two-third were
female and one-third were male. The females were all red eyed
whereas 50% males were white eyed and the remaining 50%
males were red eyed (Fig. 5.21).
 
 



• If a reciprocal cross is performed between white eyed female
and red eyed male individual, all female individuals in
Ft generation are red eyed and all male individuals, are white
eyed. When these two types of individuals from F1 generation
are inter crossed, female population in F2 generation will consist
of 50% red eyed and 50% white eyed individuals. Similarly the
male population in this generation consists of 50% red eyed and
50% white eyed individual (Fig. 5.19).





•

•

•

(i) Gene for white eye colour in male Drosophila is located in X-
chromosome and Y chromosome is empty, carrying no normal allele for
eye colour.
(ii) In white eyed female Drosophila there are two X chromosomes, each
one bearing a gene for white eye colour (w). It transmits one gene for
white eye colour (w) to each offspring.
(iii) As we can see in the above reciprocal crosses, the gene for recessive
white eye colour (w) passes by father on to daughter (F1 generation). The
daughter in turn passes this gene to her sons (F2 generation). The character
thus seems to alter or cross from one sex to the other in its passage from
generation to generation. In other words, character is transferred from
mother to son and never from father to the son.
 



•
•

•

•
•

Characteristics of Sex Linked Inheritance:
(a) It is a criss-cross inheritance as the father passes its sex-
linked character to his daughter who in turn passes it to the
grandson.
(b) Daughter does not express the recessive trait but act as
carrier in the heterozygous condition.
(c) Female homozygous for recessive trait expresses the trait.
(d) Any recessive gene borne by the X chromosome of male is
immediately expressed as Y chromosome has no allele to
counteract.
 



•
•

1. Red Green Colour Blindness:
Colour blindness is an example of sex linked character. Those
who suffer from red green colour blindness cannot distinguish
between red and green colour. The gene for this defect is
located on X chromosome. It was first studied by Horner (1876).
Colour blindness is recessive to normal vision.
 



•
•

•
•

(i) Normal Woman and Colour Blind Man:
When a normal woman is married to a colour blind man, their
children (daughters and sons) have normal colour vision. But
when their daughters were married to normal man, 50% of their
sons are colour blind and the remaining 50% are normal, while
the daughters were all normal.
(ii) Colour Blind Woman and Normal Man:
If a colour blind woman marries a normal man, their daughters
are normal but all their sons are colour-blind. When these
F1 daughters are married to colour blind men, colour blind sons
and daughters are born in equal number.
 



•
2. Haemophilia (Bleeder’s Disease):

Haemophila is another popular example of sex linked
inheritance in human beings. It is caused by a mutant gene (h)
present in X chromosome and recessive to normal gene and is,
therefore, suppressed in heterozygous condition. Individuals
suffering from this disease lack a factor responsible for clotting
of blood. So in the absence of blood clotting substance, a minor
cut or injury may cause prolonged bleeding leading to death.
This disease in man is generally restricted to male members.
 



Inheritance of Haemophilia



Cell division



Cell cycle



Cell cycle
•
•

•

•
•
•

•

•

•

Phases of Cell Cycle
Cell cycle or cell division refers to the series of events that take place in a cell leading to its maturity and subsequent division.
These events include duplication of its genome and synthesis of the cell organelles followed by division of the cytoplasm.
Human cells exhibit typical eukaryotic cell cycle and take around 24 hours to complete one cycle of growth and division. The
duration of the cycle, however, varies from organism to organism and cell to cell.
A typical eukaryotic cell cycle is divided into two main phases:-
Interphase
Also known as the resting phase of the cell cycle; interphase is the time during which the cell prepares for division by undergoing
both cell growth and DNA replication. It occupies around 95% time of the overall cycle. The interphase is divided into three phases:
-
G1 phase (Gap 1) – G1 phase is the phase of the cell between mitosis and initiation of replication of the genetic material of the
cell. During this phase, the cell is metabolically active and continues to grow without replicating its DNA.
S phase (Synthesis) – DNA replication takes place during this phase. If the initial quantity of DNA in the cell is denoted as 2N, then
after replication it becomes 4N. However the number of chromosomes does not vary, viz., if the number of chromosomes during
G1 phase was 2n, it will remain 2n at the end of S phase. The
G2  phase (Gap 2) –During this phase, the RNA, proteins, other macromolecules required for multiplication of cell organelles,
spindle formation, and cell growth are produced as the cell prepares to go into the mitotic phase.
 



Mitosis



Mitosis



Meiosis



Meiosis



Prophase 1



Sex linked inheritance



¢ In Mendelian pattern of inheritance, the genes for contrasting 
characters were located on autosomes but not on the sex 
chromosomes. Secondly, the result of reciprocal cross is same as 
normal cross which is not the case with sex linked inheritance. 
There are three types of sex-linked genes depending upon their 
association with particular chromosome. 

¢ They are as follows: 

* (i) The genes which are located on X-chromosomes are called X- 
linked genes or sex linked genes. 

¢ (ii) The genes which are located on Y chromosomes are called Y- 
linked genes or holandric genes.
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Fig. 5.17 Sex-Limked Inheritance m Drosophila. Cross 

between Red-Eyed Female and White-Eyed Male



¢ A character from the father goes to the daughter (F,,) and then 
from daughter to grandson in the next generation (F,). Such 
type of inheritance is also called as criss-cross inheritance. In 
this type of inheritance result of the reciprocal crosses are not 
identical as in case with Mendelian crosses.



¢ Sex-Linkage in Drosophila: 

¢ T.H. Morgan (1910) for the first time discovered sex-linkage in 
Drosophila melanogaster. Morgan when experimenting noted 
the sudden appearance of one white-eyed male (mutant form) in 
the culture of normal red-eyed Drosophila. This white-eyed 
male was crossed with red eyed female. The F, flies (both male 
and female) were all red-eyed indicating that white eye colour is 
recessive to the normal red eye colour.
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¢ When these F, flies were inter-crossed freely, the red-and white- 
eyed flies appeared in the ratio 3: 1 in the F, generation. White- 
eyed flies were male. Among the red eyed flies two-third were 
female and one-third were male. The females were all red eyed 
whereas 50% males were white eyed and the remaining 50% 
males were red eyed (Fig. 5.21).



¢ Ifa reciprocal cross is performed between white eyed female 
and red eyed male individual, all female individuals in 
F, generation are red eyed and all male individuals, are white 
eyed. When these two types of individuals from F, generation 
are inter crossed, female population in F, generation will consist 
of 50% red eyed and 50% white eyed individuals. Similarly the 
male population in this generation consists of 50% red eyed and 
50% white eyed individual (Fig. 5.19).
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* (i) Gene for white eye colour in male Drosophila is located in X- 
chromosome and Y chromosome is empty, carrying no normal allele 
for eye colour. 

* (ii) In white eyed female Drosophila there are two X chromosomes, 
each one bearing a gene for white eye colour (w). It transmits one 
gene for white eye colour (w) to each offspring. 

* (iii) As we can see in the above reciprocal crosses, the gene for 
recessive white eve colour (w) passes by father on to daughter 
tf generation} he daughter in turn passes this gene to her sons 
F, generation). The character thus seems to alter or cross from one 

sex to the other in its passage from generation to generation. In other 
words, character is transferred from mother to son and never from 
father to the son.



¢ Characteristics of Sex Linked Inheritance: 

* (a) It is a criss-cross inheritance as the father passes its sex- 
linked character to his daughter who in turn passes it to the 
grandson. 

¢ (b) Daughter does not express the recessive trait but act as 
carrier in the heterozygous condition. 

* (c) Female homozygous for recessive trait expresses the trait. 

¢ (d) Any recessive gene borne by the X chromosome of male is 
immediately expressed as Y chromosome has no allele to 
counteract.



° 1. Red Green Colour Blindness: 

¢ Colour blindness is an example of sex linked character. Those 
who suffer from red green colour blindness cannot distinguish 
between red and green colour. The gene for this defect is located 
on X chromosome. It was first studied by Horner (1876). Colour 
blindness is recessive to normal vision.



¢ (i) Normal Woman and Colour Blind Man: 

¢ When a normal woman is married to a colour blind man, their 
children (daughters and sons) have normal colour vision. But 
when their daughters were married to normal man, 50% of their 
sons are colour blind and the remaining 50% are normal, while 
the daughters were all normal. 

* (41) Colour Blind Woman and Normal Man: 

¢ Ifa colour blind woman marries a normal man, their daughters 
are normal but all their sons are colour-blind. When these 
F, daughters are married to colour blind men, colour blind sons 
and daughters are born in equal number.



2. Haemophilia (Bleeder’s Disease): 

¢ Haemophila is another popular example of sex linked 
inheritance in human beings. It is caused by a mutant gene (h) 
present in X chromosome and recessive to normal gene and is, 
therefore, suppressed in heterozygous condition. Individuals 
suffering from this disease lack a factor responsible for clotting 
of blood. So in the absence of blood clotting substance, a minor 
cut or injury may cause prolonged bleeding leading to death. 
This disease in man is generally restricted to male members.



Inheritance of Haemophilia 
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Sex-—influenced Traits 

> are also autosomal, meaning that their genes 
are not carried on the sex chromosomes. 

>» are expressed in both sexes but more frequently 

in one than in the other sex. 

Example: 

Expression of Baldness pattern in humans.



Sex influenced traits 

Table 16.1, Phenotypic expression of different genotypes 

for horned character in male and female sheep. 
  

  

Genotype Males Females 

h*h* horned horned 

hth horned hornless 

hh hornless hornless 
 



Example of Sex-Influenced 
Traits 

- Pattern Baldness 
— Pattem Baldness can occurin both metes 
and females. however it is much more 
common in mates. 

— Why is this? 

BReeause the pattern traldmoss trast is 
enfmucnced fy tho howmors testostoronc. 

 



Pattern baldness in human beings 

Genotype Man(dc) Woman (29) 
  

BB Bald Bald 

Bb Bald Non-bald 

bb Non-bald Non-bald



Sex limited traits 

  fE 

Sex Limited 

® These are characters only expressed in one sex. They may be 

caused by genes on either autosomal or sex chromosomes. 

The traits limited to only one sex due toanatomical 

diffirences are called a sex limited traits. 

Examples: 1.Female sterility in Drosophila 2.Gene for milk 

production indairy cattle effected only cows z é 

   



What is sex determination? 

- The method by which distinction between male and female is 

established in an organism under genetic control. 

* The sex chromosomes are responsible for determination of 

separate sexes. 

- Itis a biological system that determines the development of 

sexual characteristics in an organisms. 

Traditionally, the symbol S designates male 

and the symbol 2 designates female.



SEX DETERMINATION 

The mechanisms for sex determination are 

genotypic sex determination systems, in 

which sex is governed by the genotype of 

the zygote and environmental sex 

determination systems in which sex is 

governed by internal and external 

environmental conditions. 

In genotypic sex determination the sex 

chromosomes play a decisive role in the 

inheritance and determination of sex.



linen blow Ve Detengniimessex! 

2.Chromosomal 

* Homomorphic sex chromosome Eg:Aspargas etc 

* Heteromorphic sex chromosome Eg: Silene spp etc 

© Papaya, maize, Ecballium,Mercuralis etc. 

 



Sex determination 

Parents XX X XY 

Female Male 

Homogametic () 
Heterogametic 

Female XxX XY Male



Table 17.5. Different types 

plants. 

Type of sex expression 

Hermaphrodites 

Monoecious 

Dioecious 

Andromonoecious 

Gynomonoccious 

Trimonoecious 

Androdicecious 

Gy nodiocecious 

of sex expression in higher 

Flowers of different types 

All perfect (S) flowers 

Separate and s flowers, 

but on the same plant 
Separate gZ and & flower 

on different plants 

Perfect (S) and 6 flowers 
on the same plant 

Perfect (}> and 2 flowers 

on the same plant 

Perfect ). 2 and SS" flowers 

on the same plant 

Perfect and flowers 

on separate plants 

Perfect and flowers 

on separate plants



@1.Homomorphic chromosomes 

a) XX female,XY male 

 



Feabhicg 17-6. <“hrormeosome comstitution of two sexes im some 

Gaioeciows pliant species. 

  

Miechanmis r=: Exar pies 

  

Mialte heterozgamectic 

a x<Y> 

fess well established { 

Mialte heterorzametic 

‘>: somes xa) 

Mialic Reteroz a2metic 
co” with an extra chromosom> 

FPemaie heterozgametic 

LS =< Ys =x ><> 
Compound chromosomes 

<c-2- > x YY yx Y=) 

No sex chromosomes 
(perhaps gene controlicd) 

No sex chromosomes 
Cim mate, tranmsiocation 

heterozyeosity) 

#Heervecaeizees Leegresfees 
Mt efanadrizerr: caifocerrz, 

ABf_ reebreucrr 

Fteerr2exX arzegeiocarpus 
Populus spp., Salsex, 
Sretifax & Carerzraihis. 

Vellisrreria sprralits 

Mrioscorea strtuata 

PRroraderndron flavescers, 

FF wilfloseuerre 

Franzarta efatior & other 

Fra2zartia species 

Rarrex acerosa 

ficerrecelzs faporricus 

Spirractia oferacea 
Ribes aipirzeerrz 
WVrrés civrerce. 

VV. reapesrris, WV. wirtifera 

Carica papaya 

MaAspararzus Offt'cirztaits 
Birywortia dioica 

Wiscesrsee fischer:



Malte 

CX1IX2Y1Y2) 

= 
% sae 

Fi: XiX2YV1Y2Gmaie) X1IX2X1X2(female)  



  

Environmental sex determination 
  

~ Sex determination is either due to the environment or it is 
greatly affected by the environment. 

~ In Equisetwm plants, 

Optimum condition — female adverse condition — male 

a 7



  

   

  

2 SEXK 
¢ Maize being 

      

   
a recessive gene 
condition (tsts) 
flowers of tasse



  

iaownbie 

  

  

      

ts/ts recessive on the fermale 

stalk, but 

transformed 

tassel to 

i pistil 

ba/ba Recessive Lacks silk Male 

ts*/ts* and and have 

dominant tassel i 

ba*/ba~> Deoeuble Have both Mionoecious 

ts*/ts* dominant tassel and 

At cob . 

ba~*/ba~ Dominant Bears cob Wormal 

ts/ts and and lacks female 

recessive tassel 
  

Table 3.7: Sex determination in Maize 

(Superscript (+) denotes dominant character)



   
-_Papaya 

In papaya, a single gene with three alleles (m, M, and M.,) is 

suggested to control the sex differentiation. 

4 
CS 
"Or 

Genotypes M,M,, M,M, and M,M, are inviable, 

i.e. M, and M, alleles are recessive lethals. 

FNM produces female plants 

IVI 4™ produces male plants 

  

V/] >m™m produces hermaphrodite plants 

    

  

  

 



    

   

    

Homozygous 
   

  

Restrict 

  

   

  

M,(M, or | Homozygous/ 
M.M, or 

M,|M, 

—— 
Heterozygous 

  

   
    
   

  

recessive maleness 

Heterozygous | Induces 
     

    

maleness | 
Induces both | Bisexual 

the sex ¢ 

Inviable 
plants 

    

   

  

     

       
Heterozygous 

dominant 

  

  
  

Table 3.6 : Sex determination in Papaya



Papaya sex determination 

  

Mz ‘M2 M2 (Die) ‘M2m (Hermophrodite) 
m M2m_ (Hermophrodite) mm _ (female) 

 



Sex Determination in 

Drosophila relanogaster 

» The fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster has eight 
chromosomes. three pairs of autosomes and one pair 
of sex chromosomes. 

>» Thus, it has inherited one haploid set of autosomes 
and one sex chromosome from each parent. 

» Normally, females have two X chromosomes and 
males have an X chromosome and a Y chromosome. 

» However, the presence of the Y chromosome does not 
determine maleness in Drosophila, instead, each fly’s 
sex is determined by a balance between genes on the 
autosomes and genes on the X chromosome. 
T 

» This type of sex determination is called the genic 
ee system. 
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Vable 17.2. Different doses of X-chromesomes and 

autosome sets and their effect on sex 

determination in Drosophila. 

— Sets of 
Ploidy auto- K/A 

x Sex 
level somes ratio 

chromo- 

somes (A) 

Diploid 3 2 1:50 
Triploid 4 3 1.33 } = 
Haploid 1 1 
Diploid 2 2 
Triploid 3 a 1.00 Female 

Tetraploid 4 4 

Triploid 2 3 0.67 sistas 
Tetraploid 3 4 0.75 - 

Diploid i 2 0.50 | 
Tetrapioid 2 4 0.s0 } Minis 

Triploid 1 3 0.33 Supermale 
 



Table 17.3. A summary chart showing different ratios of 

X-chromosomes and autosome sets (X/A ratio) 

controlling sex in Drosophila. 

  

  

X/A ratio Sex 

> 1.0 Superfemale 

1.0 Female 

1.0-0.5 Intersex 

0.5 Male 

< 0.5 Supermale 

 



Sex Determination in Prosophila 
1. An X-chromosome-autosome balance system is used. 

Drosophila has three pairs of autosomes, and one pair of sex chromosomes. Like 

humans, XX is female and XY is male. Unlike humans, Y does not determine sex. 

An XXY fly is female, and an XO fly is male. The sex of the fly results from the 

ratio of the number of X chromosomes (X) to the number of sets of autosomes 

(A): 
a. In a normal (diploid) female Drosophila, A=2 and X=2. The X:A ratio is 1.0. 

b. In anormal (diploid) male Drosophila, A=2 and X=1. The X:A ratio is 0.5. 

c. In cases of aneuploidy (abnormal chromosome numbers): 

i. When the X:A ratio is 21.0, the fly is female. 

ii. When the X:A ratio is=0.5, the fly is male. 

ill. A ratio between 0.5 and 1.0 results in a sterile intersex fly with mixed male 

and female traits. 

4. Dosage compensation in Drosophila results in more expression of X-linked 

genes in males, so the level of transcription equals that from a female’s two X 

chromosomes.



Sex Determination 
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Sex determination in Melandrium album 

 



    

 



    

 



Table 17.8. Expression of sex in Melandrium with different 
numbers of X-chromosomes and autosome sets. 

  

Chromosome NIA ein 

constitution Ratio 
  

xXx 1.00 Female 
xy 0.50 Male 

xXXY 1.00 Male | 

xxXxY O67 Male (occasional ©) 

xXxXY 0.50 Male | 

xy 0.25 Mate 
XXXY 0.75 Male (occasional ©) 

XXXXY 1.00 Hermaphrodite (occasional ©) 
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Y LINKED INHERITANCE 

* Y linkage, also known as holandric inheritance (from Ancient Greek dA0¢ hdlos, "whole" + avOpog andros, 
"male"), describes traits that are produced by genes located on the Y chromosome. Itis a form of sex linkage. 

« Y linkage can be difficult to detect. This is partly because the Y chromosome is small and contains fewer genes than 
the autosomal chromosomes or the X chromosome. It is estimated to contain about 200 genes. Earlier, the human 
Y chromosome was thought to have little importance;.Although the Y-chromosome is sex-determining in humans and 
some other species, not all genes that play a role in sex determination are Y-linked. The Y-chromosome, generally does 
not undergo genetic recombination and only small regions called pseudoautosomal regions exhibit recombination. The 
majority of the Y-chromosome genes that do not recombine are located in the "non-recombining region". 

« Fora trait to be considered Y linkage, it must exhibit these characteristics: 

* occurs only in males 

* appears in all sons of males who exhibit that trait 

. is absent from daughters of trait carriers; instead the daughters that are phenotypically normal and do not have affected 
offspring. 

« These requirements were established by the pioneer of Y linkage, Curt Stern. Stern detailed in his paper genes he 
suspected to be y-linked. His requirements at first made Y linkage hard to prove. In the 1950s using human pedigrees, 
many genes were incorrectly determined to be Y-linked. Later research adopted more advanced techniques and more 
sophisticated statistical ana ysis. Hairy ears are an example of a gene once thought to be Y-linked in humans; however, 
that hypothesis was discredited. Due to advancements in DNA sequencing, Y linkage is getting easier to determine and 
prove. The Y-chromosome is almost entirely mapped, revealing many y-linked traits.



WY-Linked Characteristies 

* Exhibit a distinct pattern of inheritance 

* Present only in males 

* All male offspring of a male with a Y-linked trait 

inherit the trait 

* Relatively little genetic information on the Y 

chromosome



    
Sex-determining 
region Y 

(SRY) gene 

Short arm 

Centromere 

  

This gene is Y 
linked because it 
is found only on 
the Y chromosome. 

Long arm < 

         
  

Y chromosome



Sex reversal in humans 

Y chromosome—embryo’s gonads 
—develop into testes 

  

  

Single gene—sex-determining region 
of the Y chromosome (SRY) 

Klinefelter syndrome: XxXY 
—males but infertile 

Turner syndrome: XO—female 
but no eggs 

xY females 
XX males 

Corssing over       
  

  

XX+SRY gene-infertile male



Polygenic Inheritance



Polygenic inheritance 
is a fancy term for 
those genetic traits 
that are controlled by 
more than 1 gene. 

Human skin color 
involves the 
interaction of at least 
3 genes 

Skin color variation 
can be modified by 
environmental factors 

 



  

  

History 
Joseph Gottlieb Koleuter : Father of polygenic inheritance 

Herman Nilsson-Elhe and East : First to discover polygenic 

inheritance in kernel color in wheat 

Charles B. Davenport and Gertrude C. Devenport : 

Discovered that the inheritance of skin color in human occurs by 

  

J.B Koleuter H Nilsson C.B Davenport



* 1906 Yule idea of multiple factor hypothesis. 

* 1908 Nilsson Ehle explanation of multiple factor 
hypothesis for grain colour of wheat. 

* 1908-09 Hardy- Weinberg — hardy Weinberg law. 

* 1914 Shull term HETEROSIS. 

° Blakeslee trisomics in Datura.



    

      

     

    
    

    

Human skin colour is a result of polygenic inheritance. 

Skin colour is controlled by 3 or 4 genes. 

Skin colour depends on the amount of a black pigment 
called melanin present. 

Each gene has alleles which promote melanin production 

and alleles which do not. 

Thus there is a wide range of phenotypes possible ranging 

from all alleles promoting melanin production (black 
Skin) to non alleles promoting melanin production (white 

skin).



Polygenic Inheritance of skin color 

At least four loci and possibly more genes are involved. 

Example 3 loci: each has two possible alleles: A,a B,b C,c, 

each capital allele adds one unit of darkness 

each lower case allele adds nothing 

    Parents with 
< 

intermediate tone AaBbCc eneees 

aabbcc AABBCC 
~~ fe S/ea Bea S/es Vea 

Offspring can have tone darker or lighter than either parent 

  

coco] [eco 
000] |o00 

  

         



An Example of Polygenic Inheritance 
Skin Color 

Fig. 9-22 
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Polygenic inheritance 

* Some phenotypes determined by 

additive effects of 2 or more genes ona 

single character ee 
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1) KERNEL COLOUR IN WHEAT 

© Awhole grain or seed of a cereal plant 

such as corn, wheat, barley, etc.. Is called 

Kernel. 

®Kernel colour in wheat was studied by 
Swedish geneticist H. Nilsson - Ehle for the 
first time in 1908. 

P: Red kernel x White kernel 

R:iRiR2R2z Wominant) ririf2r2 ( Recessive) 

v 4 
R:iR2 rir2 

Fi: Ste RiriRore (Light Red )



  

Parents AABBCC aabbcc _ 

  

Dark red x White 

Wheat Kernel Wheat Kernel 

AaBbCc 

Fy Intermediate red 

(Selfed) 

F2 

Dark | Moderate Intermediate | Light | Very light 
red red |Red red red nes White 
  

63 Red (many shades) : 1 White



kind of quantitative inheritance *Phenotypic ratio=1:4:6:4:1 

  

  
Dark Red White 

Parent aS os rrr. Parents R,R;) Rp Reo X 4 fy fe "2 ' x tw22 

generation fe LE Dark red White       

Medium Red 
F, generation e; R; 1; Rot Medium red     

F, Genotype Phenotype 

1 R, R, Rp Ro Dark red EE 

il 4 R; R; R2 fo ~CE Medium-dark n 

  

    
   

ae Cae hee ae wd Ror Ror 2 Ry ty Ro Ro Medium-dark n 

J Rit; Ro h% Medium red 

R,t 116 RR. ~CE eae hes 
1 ty ty Ry Ry ium re 

, generation Light red 
| 2 R me 

FAR 4 Fi a eR Light red 
2 ty Roh 

r+. 
ae sib 1 tt hh CE White 

Polygenic inheritance in wheat kernel colou  



Parents 

Genotypes 

Fy 

Fa RiRe 

Rire 

Re 

sf 

  

  

  

      

Dark red White 

RRyReRe x Pyf i foto 
4 

RuryRury Medium Red 

R:Re Rite r:Re flo 

RR ReaRe RR, Rore RirsReaRe RirsRoere 

{OR} [MOR} {MDR] [MR] 

RiRsRore RyRy rere RiarsReare Ristitore 
[MOR] [MR] {MR} {LR} 

RirisR2Re RiutyRere tirsRoRe titsRofe 

(MOR] [MR} [MR] {LR} 

RuryRore Rifsfots rrRere fy foto 
(MR] {LR} {LR} (Ww)     
  Dark Red, MDR = Medium Dark Red, 

Medium Red, LR = Light Red and W = White 

Fig. 12.1. Inheritance of kernel colour in wheat. 

 



Table 4.1. Genotypic and phenotypic ratios in F, obtained 

due to a cross R,R,R2R2 = ryr1r2r2- 

  

  

  

Genotype ee Phenotype Phenotypic ratio 

RR, RoR 1 } red (like) P; a. 

R,R,Rore Zz darker than F, and 4 

Ry r,R2R2 2 lighter than P,; 

Ry ,r,Rore2 4 like F, > coloured (16) 

R,Ryror2 1 (intermediate bet- 6 

rir,;Ro2Ro 1 ween P; and P32) 

Ry yr yrore 2 . 
nye is 2 } lighter than F, 4} 

rir) rors 1 } colourless 1 } colourless (/A6) 
 



  

In three papers published in 1908-1911 Nilsson-Ehle demonstrated 

that quantitative characters (size, earliness, resistance to disease) are 

inherited in the same Mendelian way as the qualitative characters 

(differences in flower color, etc.) with which Mendel and the early 

Mendelists had been working. As a rule, however, the quantitative 
characters were found to be conditioned by a relatively high number of 

polymeric (or multiple) genes. After recombination these genes may 

give rise to numerous quantitative gradations of the characters involved 

in the crosses. This finding was a very important contribution to the 

development of basic genetics and a solid basis for its practical 
application to plant breeding.



Selection 

Edward M. East from the United States worked 
out the formal basis for modern artificial selection, 
following the work of George Shull on maize. 
East worked on both maize and tobacco. 
East measured the length of the tobacco corolla 
(the straight part of the flower). He crossed 2 
inbred lines with different lengths, then selfed the 
F1 to get and F2, then selfed the F2’s to geta 
series of F3 lines. 

The variation in the plants can be observed in the 
width of the distribution curves. Environmental 
variation is constantamong all plants. 

Genetic variation is minimal in both the inbred 
arental lines and inthe F1’s. The F1’s are 
eterozygous, but they are genetically uniform, 

because all of their parents were homozygous. 
The F2 displays the maximum variation: for every 
gene, all possible genotypes (AA, Aa, and aa) are 
presentin the population. The F3’s show less 
variation than the F2’s, as inbreeding starts to 
eliminate heterozygosity. 

 



Estimating heritability from crosses between inbred lines: 
Corolla height in longflower tobacco (see Fig. 8.3) 
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Multiple Factor Hypothesis 

 



Quantitative inheritance 

pattern of inheritance ........single phenotypic 
trait is governed by more than one pair of 
genes. 

formation of many possible genotypes 

wide range of phenotypes. 

trait is called polygenic or multifactor trait and 
metric traits 

the pattern of inheritance is called polygenic 
or quantitative inheritance and cumulative 
gene action



Differences between quantitative and 

qualitative traits 

Qualitative genetics Quantitative genetics 

 



E.M.East 

 



  

  

PLEIOTROPY 

Plelotropy is controlling of multiple traits by a 

Single gene. 

Follows the Mendelian inheritance pattern. 

Typically not affected by enviroremental factors, 

Examples: Albinism, Phernlketoruaria   

POLYGENIC INMERI TANCE 

Potygenk inheritance es comotting af a single 
rat by multiple gene, 

Anommendelian inheritance pattern. 

Highty affected by enwironmental factors. 

Exampbes Skin colour, height, weight   
 



2. Pleiotropism 

A gene that has multiple phenotypic effects 

It is a special interest because it helps in understanding the 

relationships between different organisms of the same individuals 

Examples: 

I. Drosophila bar eyed individuals may be significantly altered by 

the wing nature 

Il. Seed coat colour gene of sweet pea controls flower colour and 

also red spot in leaf axils 

Ill. Sickle cell anemia in human



Pleiotropy 

 



Example 
A classic example of  pleiotropy is the human 
disease phenylketonuria (PKU). 

This disease can cause mental retardation and 
reduced hair and skin pigmentation, 

phenylketonuria is due to mutation in a single gene that codes 

for the enzyme phenylalanine hydroxylase 

Phenylalanine hydroxylase converts the amino 

acid phenylalanine to tyrosine 

Due to mutation, conversion of phenylalanine to tyrosine is 

reduced or ceases entirely.



Pleiotropy (sickle cell anaemia) 

 



  

  

  

    

  

  

Watson and Crick model 

In 1953, J.D.Watson (an American biologist) and F.H.C. Crick (a 
British Physicist) proposed the three-dimensional model of 
physiological DNA (i.e. B-DNA) on the basis of X-ray diffraction 
data of DNA obtained by Franklin and Wilkins. For this epoch- 
making discovery, Watson, Crick and Wilkins got Nobel Prize in 
medicine in 1962. 
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2.4 A SPACING 

  

  
Fig. 6.7 X-ray diffraction photograph of a DNA 
fiber (6 form) as taken by Rogalind Franklin 
(1963). The central X-shaped pattern indicated 
@ helix, whereas the dark black arce on the top 
and bottom arise from base pairing with a Fig. 6.8 The structure of the Watson and Grick model of double- 
distance of 3.4 A apart. Helical structure of the B-form of DNA (diagrammatic) 

Send atone st; 

    

send Sena 
Fig. 6.9 ONA. A hypothetically untwisted ONAliofatte Fig. 6.10 A pan of ONA showing complomentary base 
show the laccor-tike: ance. The Pairing. z hwo sides of the. Three hydrogen bonds link cytosine & guanine. 
ladder are called the DNA's “backbone”. The steps whereas two hycrogen bonds form between thymine 
inside the ladder represent “base pairs”. and adenine.   
  

  

  

Features of Watson and Crick’s model of DNA 

* 1. The DNA molecule consists of two polynucleotide chains or strands that spirally 
twisted around each other and coiled around a common axis to form a right- 
handed double-helix. 

* 2. The two strands are antiparallel ive. they run in opposite directions so that the 
‘end of one chain facing the 5’ end of the other. 3: he sugar-phosphate 
ackbones remain on the outside, while the core of the helix contains the purine 

and pyrimidine bases. 

* 4. The two strands are held together by hydrogen bonds between the purine and 
pyrimidine bases of the opposite strands. 

* 5. Adenine (A) always pairs with thymine (T) by two hydrogen bonds and guanine 
te) always pairs with cytosine (C) by three hydrogen bonds. This 
complementarity is known as the base pairing rule. Thus, the two stands are 
complementary to one another. 

* 6. The base sequence along a polynucleotide chain is variable and a specific 
sequence of bases carry the genetic information.   
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Features ......... 

* 7. The base compositions of DNA obey Chargaffss rules (E.E. Chareff, 
1950) according to which A = T and G = C; as acorollary > purines 
(A+G) = & pyrimidines (C + T); also (A + C) = (G+ T). It also states 
that ratio of (A + T) and (G + C) is constant for a species 

* 8. The diameter of DNA is 20nm or 20 A. Adjacent bases are 
separated 0.34 nm or by 3.4 A along the axis. The length of a 
complete turn of helix is 3.4 nm or 34 A i.e. there are 10bp per turn. 

* 9. The DNA helix has a shallow groove called minor groove (~1.2nm) 
and a deep groove called major groove (~2.2nm) across.   
  

  

  

DNA 

* DNA was first recognized and identified by the Swiss 
biologist, Johannes Friedrich Miescher in 1869 during his 
research on white blood cells.These cells were difficult to extract 
from the lymph glands, but they were found in great quantities in the 

pus from infections. Miescher collected bandages from a nearby clinic 
and washed off the pus. He experimented and isolated a new 

molecule - nuclein - from the cell nucleus. He determined that nuclein 
was made up of hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen and phosphorus and 

there was an unique ratio of phosphorus to nitrogen. He was able to 
isolate nuclein from other cells and later used salmon sperm (as 

opposed to pus) as a source.   
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* Subsequently the name was changed to nucleic acid and lastly 
to deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA). Robert Feulgen, in 1914, discovered 
that fuchsin dye stained DNA. 

* During the 1920s, biochemist PA. Levene analyzed the components of 
the DNA molecule. He found it contained four nitrogenous 
bases: cytosine, thymine, adenine, and guanine; deoxyribose sugar; 
and a phosphate group. He concluded that the basic unit 
(nucleotide)was composed of a base attached to a sugar and that the 
phosphate also attached to the sugar. 

  
  

  

  

DNA 

Albrecht Kossel began to investigate the chemical compositions and 
properties of nucleic acids. He got the Nobel Prize in Physiology or 

Medicine 1910 In 1879 Kossel began studying the recently isolated 
substances known as “nucleins” (nucleoproteins), which he 
showed to consist of a protein portion and a nonprotein portion 
(nucleic acid). From 1885 to 1901 he and his students used 
hydrolysis and other techniques to chemically analyze the nucleic 
acids, thus discovering their component 
compounds: adenine, cytosine, guanine, thymine, and uracil.   
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Phoebus Levene went on to discover deoxyribose in 1929. Not 
only did Levene identify the components of DNA, he also showed 
that the components were linked together in the order phosphate- 
sugar-base to form units. He called each of these units 
a nucleotide, and stated that the DNA molecule consisted of a 

string of nucleotide units linked together through the phosphate 
groups, which are the 'backbone' of the molecule. His ideas 
about the structure of DNA were wrong; he thought there were 
only four nucleotides per molecule.   
  

  

  

Types of DNA 

* There are three different DNA types: 

* A-DNA: It is a right-handed double helix similar to the B-DNA form. 
Dehydrated DNA takes an A form that protects the DNA during extreme 
condition such as desiccation. Protein binding also removes fhe solvent 
from DNA and the DNA takes an A form. 

* B-DNA: This is the most common DNA conformation and is a right-handed 
helix. Majority of DNA has a B type conformation under normal 
physiological conditions. 

* C-DNA: This form exists at 66% relative humidity in the presence of 
Lithium ions. 

¢ Z-DNA: Z-DNA is a left-handed DNA where the double helix winds to the 
left in a zig-zag pattern. It was discovered by Andres Wang and Alexander 
Rich. It is found ahead of the start site of a gene and hence, is believed to 
play some role in gene regulation.   
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ZDNA vs B DNA 

Z DNA left handed :B DNA right handed 

Z DNA phosphate backbone is zigzag : B DNA regular 

Z DNA sugar residues have alternating orientation so repeating unit is a 
dinucleotide :B DNA repeating unit is a mononucleotide 

Z DNA diameter 18 A: B DNA diameter 20 A 

Z DNA length of helix per turn 45 A : B DNA length of helix per turn 34 A 

Z DNA 12 nucleotides per turn : B DNA 10 nucleotides per turn A 

  
  

  

  

DNA Replication 

The structure of DNA (as deciphered by James D. 
Watson and Francis Crick in 1953) suggested that each strand of 
the double helix would serve as a template for synthesis of a new 
strand. It was not known how newly synthesized strands 
combined with template strands to form two double helical DNA 
molecules. 
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Three models proposed for DNA 
replication: 
* Semiconservative replication would produce two copies , each 
contained one of the original strands of DNA and one new 
strand. Semiconservative replication is beneficial for DNA repair. 
During replication, the new strand of DNA adjusts to the 
modifications made on the template strand. 

* Conservative replication would leave the two original template DNA 
strands together in a double helix and would produce a copy 
composed of two new strands containing all of the new DNA base 
pairs. 

* Dispersive replication results in daughter duplexes that consist of 
strands containing only segments of parental DNA and newly 
synthesized DNA.     

  

  

Modes of DNA replication 
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Meselson-Stahl experiment 

In 1958, Matthew Meselson and Franklin Stahl set out to distinguish 
among these possibilities. They grew F. coli cells in 
a medium containing the heavy isotope of nitrogen (!°N) rather than the 
normal light (‘4N) form. This isotope was inserted into the nitrogen 
bases, which then were incorporated into newly 
synthesized DNA strands. After many cell divisions in !°N, the DNA of 
the cells were well labeled with the heavy isotope. The cells were then 
removed from the !°N medium and put into a 4N medium; after one and 
two cell divisions, samples were taken. DNA was extracted from the 
cells in each of these samples and put into a solution of cesium chloride 
(CsCl) in an ultracentrifuge.   
  

  

  

If cesium chloride is spun ina contrifuge at tremendously high speeds (50,000 rpm) 
for many hours, the cesium and chloride ions tend to be pushed by centrifugal force 
towards the bottom of the tube. 

Ultimately, a gradient of Cs* and CI ions is established in the tube, with the highest 
ion concentration at the bottom. 

Molecules of DNA in the solution also are pushed toward the bottom by centrifugal 
force. But, as they travel down the tube, they encounter the increasing salt ; 
concentration, which tends to push them back up owing to the buoyancy of DNA (its 
tendency to float). 

Thus, the DNA finally “settles” at some point in the tube where the centrifugal 
forces just balance the buoyancy of the molecules in the cesium chloride gradient. 

The buoyancy of DNA depends on its density (which in turn depends on the ratio 
of G-C to A-T base pairs), 

The presence of the heavier isotope of nitrogen changes the buoyant density of 
DNA. The DNA extracted from cells grown for several generations on !°N medium 
can be readily distinguished from the DNA of cells grown on '*N medium by the 
equilibrium position reached in a cestum chloride gradient Such samples are 
commonly called Heavy and light DNA, respectively.   
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Meselson and Stahl found that, one generation after the heavy cells were 
moved to '4N medium, the DNA formed a single band of an 
intermediate density between the densities of the heavy and light 
controls. After two generations in 4N medium, the DNA formed two 
bands: one at the intermediate position, the other at the light position 
(Figure). This result would be expected from the 
semiconservative mode of replication; in fact, the result is compatible 
with only this mode ifthe experiment begins with chromosomes 
composed of individual double helices. 

  
  

  

  

Meselson and Stahl Experiment 
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Semiconservative mode of DNA replication 
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DNA as Genetic material    



DNA as a genetic material 

* The search for the hereditary material in the organisms began jong. ago- Earlier, some debated that protein is the hereditary material. But 
later, the experiments revealed that DNA is the genetic material which is responsible for the inheritance of traits. Hershey hase’s 
experiment proved it unambiguously. However, the hunt for the hereditary material continued and studies showed that RNA replaces DNA 
in some viruses like Tobacco. Mosaic virus, QB bacteriophage, etc., why? What are the properties of genetic materials? What is the 
difference between DNA and RNA? 

* Genetic Material 

* DNAis the main hereditary material, but some contain RNA too , e.g, retrovirus. RNA mostly plays the role of a messenger in higher 
organisms. Though both are nucleic acids, why is there a difference in functions? Scientists elucidate that, this is due to the difference 
between the chemical structure of DNA and RNA. For a molecule to be considered as genetic material, it must have certain properties 

* Replication- the ability to make its copies. 

* It should have chemical and structural stability. 

* Mutation- it should offer a chance for evolution 

* It should possess a hereditary unit which follows “Mendelian inheritance”. 

* DNAvs RNA 

* The difference between DNA and RNA explains the reason why DNA serves as the genetic material instead of RNA. BY comparing DNA 
and RNA, it is evident that both the nucleic acids are able to replicate. Stability is animportant criterion for continuity. DNA fulfils this | 
criterion. This point was proved in Griffith's experiment. The heat-killed S strain bacteria retained their virulent property when appropriate 
conditions were provided. In the case of RNA, 2-OH roup present in them make them more reactive. Hence, DNA is provedi to be less 
reactive chemically and more stable structurally than RNA. Thymine makes DNA more stable than RNA, where it is substituted by uracil.
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EXPERIMENTS ON DNA AS A GENETIC 

MATERIAL 

1. Griffith Experiment (1928) aim 

SN 2. Avery, Macleod & mcCarty (1944) 
faq 3. Hershey & Chase (1952) 

 



Frederick Griffith(1874-1941) British 

bacteriologist 

 



Griffith’s Decisive Experiment: The Discovery of Bacterial 
Transformation 

¢ In 1928, in an attempt to develop a vaccine against pneumonia, 
Frederick Griffith became the first to identify bacterial 
transformation, in which the form and function of a bacterium 
changes. Both virulent and avirulent Streptococcus pneumoniae were 
under his study. The virulence of the bacterium is determined by its 
capsular polysaccharide. Virulent strains have a capsule which is 
enclosed in a capsular polysaccharide, whereas avirulent strains do 
not. The nonencapsulated bacteria are readily engulfed and 
destroyed by phagocytic cells in the host animal's circulatory system. 
However, due to their protective outer polysaccharide capsule, 
virulent strains are not easily engulfed by the host's immune system, 
so they can multiply and cause pneumonia.



Griffith Experiment 

» In 1928, Frederick Griffith discovered transformation 
while working on Streptococcus pneumoniae 

» Ihe bacterium exists in two strains 

. S$ 

= Forms smooth colonies in a culture dish 

= Cells produce a polysaccharide coat and can cause 
disease 

sR 

» Forms rough colonies in a culture dish 

=» Cells do not produce a polysaccharide coat and are 
therefore harmless



    

     PELLIII 
  

STRAINS OF DiPLOCOCCUS 
TABLE 10.1 

PNEUMONIAE USED BY FREDERICK 

GRIFFITH IN His ORIGINAL 

TRANSFORMATION EXPERIMENTS 

    
Colony 

Serotype Morphology Capsule Virulence 

HR Rough Absent Avirulent 

WIS Smooth Present Virulent 
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Griffith Experiment 

* In Griffith's experiment, the virulent S. pneumoniae that has a smooth (S) capsule 
in its appearance was capable of causing lethal infections upon injection into 
mice (Fig. 1.1). Because of their lack of a protective coat, the R-type bacteria are 
destroyed by the animal after the injection, as previously described. As such, the 
mice are still alive after the injection of R-type bacteria, When S-type bacteria 
were killed by the heat, they were no longer able to cause a lethal infection upon 
injection into mice alone. However, when the heat-killed S-type bacteria and live 
R-type bacteria were injected together, neither of which causes lethal infection 
alone, the mice died as a result of pneumonia infection. It was found that the 
virulent trait that was responsible for production of the polysaccharide capsule 
was passed from the heat-killed S-type cells into the live R-type cells, thus 
converting the R-type bacteria into S-type bacteria, allowing it to become virulent 
and lethal by evading the host's immune response. Griffith concluded that the 
heat-killed bacteria somehow converted live avirulent cells to virulent cells, and 
he called the component of the dead S-type bacteria the “transforming principle.”



* The presence or absence of the capsule also causes a visible 
difference between colonies of virulent and avirulent strains. 

Encapsulated bacteria form smooth, shiny-surfaced colonies (S) when 

grown on an agar culture plate. On the other hand, nonencapsulated 

strains produce rough colonies (R). As such, it is easy to identify the 

difference between these two strains through standard 

microbiological culture technique.



Griffith experiment on transformation 
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Griffith Experiment 

a Mix 
Living S strain Living R strain Dead S strain living R strain 

(Virulent) (Non-virulent) (Heated) 
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¢« The Avery—MacLeod—McCarty experiment was an experimental 
demonstration, reported in 1944 by Oswald Avery, Colin MacLeod, | 
and Maclyn McCarty, that DNA is the substance that causes bacterial 
transformation, in an era when it had been widely believed that it. 
was proteins that served the function of carrying genetic information (with 
the very word protein itself coined to indicate a belief that its function 
was primary). |t was the culmination of research in the 1930s and early 
20th century at the Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research to purify and 
characterize the "transforming principle" responsible for the transformation 
phenomenon first described in Griffith's experiment of 1928: 
killed Streptococcus pneumoniae of the virulent strain type IlIl-S, when 
injected along with living but non-virulent type IIl-R pneumococci, resulted 
in a deadly intection of Y e Ill-S pneumococci. In their paper "Studies on 
the Chemical Nature of the Substance Inducing Transformation of ; 
Pneumococcal Types: Induction of Transformation by a Desoxyribonucleic 
Acid Fraction Isolated from Pneumococcus Type III", published in the 
February 1944 issue of the Journal of Experimental Medicine, Avery and 
his colleagues suggest that DNA, rather than protein as widely believed at 
the time, may be the hereditary material of bacteria, and could be 
analogous to genes and/or viruses in higher organisms. 

 



O.T.Avery ,C.M.Macleod and M.McCarty 

Oswald Avery 

Colin MacLeod 

Maclyn McCarty 

 



¢ In 1944, Oswald Avery, Colin MacLeod, and Maclyn McCarty published what is 

now considered a classic paper in the field of molecular genetics. In this work, 

they demonstrated that DNA is the transforming principle. The schematic 

diagram of their experiment. 

In their experiments, they removed the protein from the transforming extract 

through organic solvent extraction. After this treatment, proteins were absent from 

the transforming extract. They found that the transforming principle was still active, 

which meant the heat-killed bacteria were still able to convert live avirulent cells to 

virulent cells. They also performed chemical, enzymatic, and serological analysis, 

together with the results from electrophoresis, ultracentrifugation, and ultraviolet 

spectroscopy . 

¢ These treatments can remove carbohydrates, lipids, protein, or RNA from the 

extract. They found that carbohydrates, lipids, protein, and RNA were also not the 

transforming substance. Chemical testing of the final product gave a strong 

positive reaction for DNA. The final confirmation came with experiments using 

crude samples of the DNA-digesting enzyme deoxyribonuclease (DNase), which 

can degrade DNA, specifically. They demonstrated that the transforming principle 

can be destroyed by this enzyme. There was no loss of transforming activity after 

heat inactivated this enzyme. As such, their observations confirmed that DNA is 

the transforming substance.



O.T.Avery ,C.M.Macleod and M.McCarthy 

Experiment 
  

Hypothesis: The genetic materiel of the cell is either protein or nucteic ecid (DNA or RNA) 

  

   

   

Remove lipids anc sugars from 

Lipds a solution of heat-killed S oss 

EIS Proteins. RNA and DNA remain 
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Conmciusion: Transformation requires DNA, therefore it is the genetic material of the cell 

 



 



Hershey and Chase Experiment 

  

( HERSHEY & CHASE (1952) EXPERIMENT WITH T2 oy 
BACTERIOPHAGE 

in culture | Bacteriophage was grown in medium containing Radioactive 

Phosphorus (*7P))To make DNA Radioactive 

In culture Il Bacteriophage was grown in medium containing radioactive 

Sulphur (#°S) To make proteins Radioactive 

Both kinds of Bacteriophage particles were allowed to infect Bacteria 

The infected bacteria were observed for radioactivity 

Radioactive Phosphorus was found with bacterial cells 

Radioactive Sulphur was not traced in bacterial cells ( Only in Ghosts) 

Bacteriophage progeny carried only radioactive phosphorus and not radioactive 

sulphur 
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Famous Hershey and Chase of DNA fame 

    Courtesy of Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Archives. 
Noncommercial, educational use only. 

 



Hershy and Chase Experiment 

¢ A. D. Hershey and Martha Chase in 1952. Hershey and Chase used T2 
bacteriophage in their experiment to identify whether DNA or protein 

is the genetic material. Bacteriophage can infect E. coli and use the 
host to synthesize new phage particle. The phage consists of protein 

coat surrounding a core of DNA. The phage attaches to the bacterial 

cell, and the genetic component of the phage enters the bacterial 
cells. Following infection, the viral genetic component dominates the 

cellular machinery of the host cells and leads to viral reproduction. 

Subsequently, many new phages are constructed, and the bacterial 

cell is lysed, releasing the progeny viruses. This process is normally 

referred to as the lytic cycle.



Hershy and Chase Experiment... 

¢ After the attachment and genetic material entry, the empty phage coats 
were removed through high shear force in a blender. The force stripped off 
the attached phages so that the phage and the bacteria could be analyzed 
separately. Centrifugation separated the lighter phage particles from the 
heavier bacterial cells. Following this separation, the bacterial cells, which 
now contained viral-labeled DNA, were eventually lysed as the new phages 
were produced. These progeny phages contained 37P but not 7°S. These 
results suggested that the protein of the phage coat remains outside the 
host cells and is not involved in directing the production of new phages. On 
the other hand, phage DNA enters the host cells and is directly involved in 
phage reproduction. Because the genetic material must first enter the 
infected cells, they concluded that DNA is the genetic material, and that it 
contains genes passed along through generations.



Structure of T2 bacteriophage 

 



  

  

HERSHAY & CHASE CONCLUSION 

As ghosts or coat of Bacteriophage were not labelled with 

32P and only with 35S. The results of experiment clearly 

indicate that only DNA and not the proteins enter the 

bacterial cell. Protein coat is left outside. The DNA entering 

the host cell carries all the genetic information for synthesis 

of new phage particle. This certainly proves that DNA is the 

genetic material in Bacteriophage and not proteins 

06/19/13 yy,  
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Summary of Hershey & Chase (1952 ) experiment 

Bacteriophage DNA was labeled with radioactive 
phosphorus (“P) 

Bacteriophage protein was labeled with radioactive 
sulphur (*S) 

Radioactive molecules were tracked 

only the bacteriophage DNA (as indicated by the “P) 
entered the bacteria and was used to produce more 
bacteriophage 

Conclusion: DNA is the genetic material 

og/19/13 
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RNA as Genetic material 

 



Fraenkel Conrat’s Experiment 
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Fraenkel Conrat’s Experiment 
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Gierer & Schramm Tobacco Mosaic Virus (TMV) Experiment — 
1956 & Fraenkel-Conrat & Singer - 1957 

- Used 2 viral strains to demonstrate RNA is the genetic material of TMV 

Protein A RNAA 
a 

a Protein B 
—. . ; Infection of == * Degradation | 3 tobacco leaf 

Type A 
progeny 

Protein A 

s Infection of 
_ tobacco leaf 
7 ——> 

Type B 
progeny  



Linkage and crossing over



Linkage 

¢ Tendency of genes present on the same chromosome to be inherited 

together



Coupling and repulsion hypothesis 

¢ William Bateson and Reginald Punnett were interested in trait 
inheritance in the sweet pea and were studying two genes—the 
gene for flower colour (P, purple, and p, red) and the gene 
affecting the shape of pollen grains (L, long, and /, round). They 
crossed the pure lines PPLL and ppi/ and then self-crossed the 
resulting PoL! lines. According to Mendelian genetics, the 
expected phenotypes would occur in a 9:3:3:1 ratio of 
PL:Pl:pL:pl. To their surprise, they observed an increased 
frequency of PL and pl and a decreased frequency of PI and pL



Experimental results 

°* PPLL X ppll 

(purple flowers,long pollen) (red flowers,round pollen) 

Testcross 

* PpoLl X ppll 

(purple flowers,long pollen) (red flowers,round pollen) 

7:1:1:7 (1:1:1:1)



Experimental results 

° PPIl X ppLl 

(purple flowers,round pollen) (red flowers,long pollen) 

Testcross 

° PoLl X ppll 

(purple flowers,long pollen) (red flowers,round pollen) 

1:7:7:1 9 (1:1:1:1)



* Bateson explained the deviation from normal testcross ratios as 
gametic coupling and gametic repulsion.



Coupling and repulsion 

Coupling Phase 
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T.H.Morgan’S experiment on Drosophila 

Morgan did experiments with fruit flies that show how linkage 

affects inheritance of two characters. 

Experiment 

P Generation 
(homozygous) a 

Wild type Gay - 
(gray body, i — (black body, 
normal wings) . vestigial wings) 

’ gee amen 

F, dihybrid testcross 

Wild-type F, dihybrid ear Homozygous 
=> recessive (black 

(gray body, normal wings) = x } body, vestigial 

wings) 

ao bbvgvg 

    

  

bt bt vg vor 

     
bt b vg vg 2 

List all the gametes these flies could produce.



Testcross 

offspring Eggs 

  

  

  

    

  

  

  

  

PREDICTED RATIOS 

Genes on different 

chromosomes: 

Genes on same 

chromosome: 

Results 

Wild-type Black- Gray- Black- 
(gray-normal)| vestigial vestigial normal 

bbvg vg |\& bvgvg 

1 s 1 5 1 : 1 

1 : 1 : oO : Oo 

965 : 944 3 206 : 185 

 



F, dihybrid testcross 
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Figure 12.10c 

Recombinant 
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Eggs Ce LD 

Testcross 965 944 206 185 
offspring Wild type Black- Gray- Black- 

(gray-normal) | vestigial vestigial normal 
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GD aD | eee D | GP 
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X ~v 

Recombinant offspring 

\7 

Parental-type offspring 

391 recombinants x 100 = 17% Recombination _ 
frequency ~ 2,300 total offspring



T.H.Morgan’S experiment on Drosophila 

  

  

  

  

 



Crossing over 

¢ Crossing over is the exchange of genetic material between non- 
sister chromatids of homologous chromosomes during meiosis, 
which results in new allelic combinations in the daughter cells.



Features of Crossing Over: 

* The main features of crossing over are : 
1. Crossing over takes place during meiotic prophase, i.e., during 

pachytene. Each pair of chromosome has four chromatids at that time. 

2. Crossing over occurs between non-sister chromatids. Thus one chromatid 
from each of the two homologus chromosomes is involved in crossing over. 

3. It is universally accepted that crossing over takes place at four strand 
stage. 

4. Each crossing over involves only two of the four chromatids of two 
homologus chromosomes. However, double or multiple crossing over may 
involve all four, three or two of the four chromatids, which is very rare.



Features of Crossing Over: 

5. Crossing over leads to re-combinations or new combinations between linked 
genes. Crossing over generally yields two recombinant types or crossover types and 
two parental types or non-crossover types. 

6. Crossing over generally leads to exchange of equal segments or genes and 
recombination is always reciprocal. However, unequal crossing over has also been 
reported. 

7. The value of crossover or recombinants may vary from 0-50%. 

8. The frequency of recombinants can be worked out from the test cross progeny. It 
is expressed as the percentage ratio of recombinants to the total population 
(recombinants + parental types). Thus,



i. Classical Theory: 

¢ This theory states that first chiasma is formed and then crossing 
over takes place. The genetic crossing over occurs as a result of 
physical strain imposed by chiasma formation. The chiasma is 
formed at diplotene stage of meiosis and crossing over occurs 
between diplotene and anaphase. 

¢ In this case, 1: 1 relationship between chiasmata and crossing 
over is not observed because chiasma may not lead to breakage 
and subsequent genetic crossing over.



11. Chiasma Type Theory: 

* This theory was proposed by F.A.Janssens in 1909 and later on 
elaborated by Belling and Darlington in 1924. According to this 
theory, first crossing over occurs and then chiasma is formed. The 
crossing over occurs sometimes during early meiotic stages, perhaps 
at pachytene, when homologous chromatids are closely paired. 

« As the meiotic cell moves towards metaphase and reductional 
division, a chiasma is formed at the point where crossing over has 
occurred. Thus according to this theory each chiasma represents one 
genetic cross over. This theory remains at present the most accepted 
explanation for the relationship between genetic crossing over and 
cytological observed chiasmata.



Molecular Mechanism of Crossing 
Over: 

There are two important theories viz: 

* 1. Copy choice theory and 

¢ 2. Breakage and reunion theory to explain the mechanism of 
crossing over.



i. Copy Choice Theory: 

¢ This copy choice model, was used by Joshua Lederberg in 1955 to, 
explain the recombination in microbial systems based on Belling’s 
hypothesis(1928). This theory states that the entire recombinan 
section or part arises from the newly synthesised section. The non- 
sister chromatids when, come in close, contact they copy some section 
of each other resulting in recombination. According to this theory, 
physical exchange of preformed chromatids does not take place. 

¢ The non-sister chromatids when come together during pairing, copy 
art of each other. Thus, recombinant chromosome or chromatids 

have some alleles of one chromatids and_some of other. The 
information may be,copied by one strand or both the strands. When 
only one strand copies, non-reciprocal recombinant is produced.



Crossing over (Copy choice theory) 

If copy process involves both strands of 
chromosomes, reciprocal recombinants are 

produced. Assume, there are two chromosomes, 

viz., AB and ab. When their chromatids come in 

close contact they copy each other and result in 

Ab and aB re-combinations besides parental 
combinations. 

  

Fig. 9.1. Crossing over according to copy choice theory.



¢ This theory has two objections: 

¢ 1. According to this theory DNA replication occurs in 
conservative mode, while it has been observed to be 
semiconservative . 

¢ 2.Copychoice model predicts that in every meiosis when 
multiple crossovers occur,only two of the four chromatids are 
involved.



li, Breakage and Reunion Theory: 
C.D.Darlington (1935) 

¢ This theory states that crossing over takes place due to breakage 
and reunion of non-sister chromatids. The two segments of 
parental chromosomes which are present in recombinants arise 
from physical breaks in the parental chromosomes with 
subsequent exchange of broken segments (Fig. 9.2). 

¢ The breakage results due to mechanical strains that result from 
the separation of paired homologous chromosomes and 
chromatids in each chromosome during pachytene stage. The 
broken ends of non-sister chromatids unite to produce 
chiasmata resulting in crossing over.



Breakage and reunion theory 

  

  
  

  

  

  

PAIRING AND COILING 

  

  

  vv
 

  

BREAKAGE OF TWO CHROMATIDS 

      

  

CROSSWISE REUNION OF 
BROKEN CHROMATIDS       

Fig. 64. Breakage and reunion theory,



Types of crossing over 

- 1. Single Crossing Over: 
* When there occurs only one chiasma or crossing over at one point in 
chromosome pair then it is referred to as single crossing over. The gametes 
which are produced by this crossing over are said as single cross-over 
gametes. 

* 2. Double Crossing Over: 

* Occasionally or some times crossing over occurs at two points in the same 
chromosome pair. This is said as double crossing over. The gametes 
produced by this crossing over are called double cross-overs. It occurs 
seldom than single crossing over. 

° 3. Multiple Crossing Over: 
* Crossing over may also occur at three, four or more points in the same 
chromosomes pair and correspondingly said as triple, quadruple, or 
multiple crossing over.



Interference: 

¢ The term interference was coined by Muller which refers to the 
tendency of one crossover to reduce the chance of another 
crossover in its adjacent region. Interference is affected by gene 
distance on the chromosome. Lesser the gene distance greater is 
the interference and vice versa. Generally, it is observed that 
crossing over in one region of chromosome may check the 
crossing over in the second region. 

¢ Negative interference:- Sometimes the presence of 
recombination in one region enhances the chance of 
recombination in another adjacent region.



Coefficient of interference estimation 

° Coefficient of interference (%) = 1 — Coefficient of coincidence x 
100



Coincidence: 
* Coincidence: 

¢ This term was also coined by Muller to explain strength or 
degree of interference. The coefficient of coincidence is the 
percentage ratio of observed double crossovers to the expected 
double crossovers. The greater the coincidence, lesser will be the 
interference and vice versa. Thus, 

Observed double crossovers 
Coefficient of coincidence (%) = Erpected double crossovers x 100  



Coincidence: 

¢ Coefficient of coincidence is a measure of the intensity of 
interference, because it has negative association with 
interference. The value of the coefficient of coincidence is less 
than 1 for positive interference, greater than 1 for negative 
interference, 1 for absence of interference and zero for complete 
or absolute interference.



CYTOLOGICAL BASIS OF 

CROSSING OVER



To demonstrate that crossing over is associated with actual exchange of 
chromosome segments, special experiments were devised by G. Stern 

in Drosophila and by H.S. Creighton and B. McClintock in corn. These 

experiments were reported in 1931 and had utilized chromosomes, 

whose morphology was altered due to chromosomal aberrations in 
order to make it identifiable from its homologue. Another experiment 

was conducted by M. Meselson and J. Weigle in lambda (A) phage, 
demonstrating exchange of DNA segments.



Stern's experiment in Drosophila 

Drosophila (fruitfly) stocks carrying translocations were utilised by C. 

Stern in order to produce a female Drosophila having a part of Y- 
chromosome attached to one of the two X-chromosomes. The other X- 
chromosome of this female fly was also marked (identifiable due to 
distinct morphology) and consisted of two approximately equal 

fragments, each carrying its centromere. These two X-chromosomes in 

the female fly could be distinguished not only from each other, but also 
from normal X-chromosome under the microscope.
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In the above female fly, one of the two fragments of an X-chromosome carried 

mutant alleles for carnation eye (car is recessive showing light eye colour) 

and barred eye (B is dominant showing narrower eyes). 

The other X-chromosome, having a part of Y attached, carried normal alleles of 
these two genes, so that the female heterozygote for both these genes (car B/+ +) 

had barred eyes (but normal eye colour, since car is recessive to +). 

Such females were crossed with male flies having recessive alleles for both these 

genes (car, +). In such a situation, this makes a simple testcross. 

If no crossing over takes place between the two genes in question, two types of 

gametes i.e., car B and ++ will be produced from the female flies. 

Crossing over will give two additional types of gametes i.e., car + and + B. 

Due to fertilization of two types of non-crossover and the other two types of 

crossover gametes by male gametes carrying X-chromosome (car +), four kinds of 

female flies will be produced. 

Another four kinds of male flies will be produced due to fertilization by Y carrying 

male gametes.



The flies which are classified as crossovers on the basis of phenotype 

i.e., carnation (with normal eye shape) and barred (with normal eye 

colour) were studied cytologically. 

It was found that carnation flies did not have any fragmented X- 

chromosome, but rather had normal X-chromosome. 

On the other hand, barred flies had a fragmented X-chromosome with 

a segment of Y-chromosome attached to one of the two fragments of 

X-chromosome. Such cytological observations suggested that genetic 

crossing over was accompanied with an actual exchange of 

chromosome segments.



¢ It was concluded that crossing over should be the result of exchange 

of chromosome segments. However, since homologous chromosomes 
normally exchange reciprocal segments, resulting chromosomes will 

exhibit no morphological differences. Therefore, except the visible 

chiasmata, there is no other cytological observation which will 

substantiate that actual exchange of chromosome segments really 
takes place.



Creighton and Me Clintock’s 
Experiments on Maize: 

They observed a corn plant which had a pair of chromosomes 
whose two members could be held apart cytologically. Among 
them, one was normal and another had a trans-located piece of 
another chromosome at one end. The other end was like a knob 
(hard round protuberance).



¢ The normal chromosome carried ‘c’ for colourless endosperm 
and W for non waxy endosperm. Other knobbed chromosome 
had alleles ‘C’ for coloured and ‘w for waxy endosperm. 
Creighton and Mc Clintock crossed this plant with a plant 
having homologous chromosome with recessive genes i.e., 
colourless waxy ‘ccww’. 

¢ As a result of gametogenesis, two non cross-overs and two 
cross-overs gametes will be formed which after union will form 
four kinds of offsprings.



Creighton and McClintock Experiment 
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¢ The non-crossover plants i.e., colourless non waxy and 
colourless waxy obtained from parent either knobbed 
chromosome or normal but cross-over plants had one 
chromosome of this particular pair i.e., colourless waxy (ccww) 
contained a chromosome with trans-located piece but no knob, 
where as coloured starchy (CcWw) showed knobbed 
chromosome but no trans-located piece. 

¢ Thus cross-overs showed cytological evidence of crossing over 
ie., exchange of homologous chromosome parts during 
maturation of germ cells.



Polygenic Inheritance



























In three papers published in 1908–1911 Nilsson-Ehle demonstrated 

that quantitative characters (size, earliness, resistance to disease) are 

inherited in the same Mendelian way as the qualitative characters 

(differences in flower color, etc.) with which Mendel and the early 

Mendelists had been working. As a rule, however, the quantitative 

characters were found to be conditioned by a relatively high number of 

polymeric (or multiple) genes. After recombination these genes may 

give rise to numerous quantitative gradations of the characters involved 

in the crosses. This finding was a very important contribution to the 

development of basic genetics and a solid basis for its practical 

application to plant breeding.













Differences between quantitative and 
qualitative traits



E.M.East







Pleiotropy





Pleiotropy (sickle cell anaemia)



DNA as Genetic material



DNA as a genetic material

• The search for the hereditary material in the organisms began long ago. Earlier, some debated that protein is the hereditary material. But 
later, the experiments revealed that DNA is the genetic material which is responsible for the inheritance of traits. Hershey-Chase’s 
experiment proved it unambiguously. However, the hunt for the hereditary material continued and studies showed that RNA replaces DNA 
in some viruses like Tobacco, Mosaic virus, QB bacteriophage, etc., why? What are the properties of genetic materials? What is the 
difference between DNA and RNA?

• Genetic Material

• DNA is the main hereditary material, but some contain RNA too , e.g. retrovirus. RNA mostly plays the role of a messenger in higher 
organisms. Though both are nucleic acids, why is there a difference in functions? Scientists elucidate that, this is due to the difference 
between the chemical structure of DNA and RNA. For a molecule to be considered as genetic material, it must have certain properties

• Replication- the ability to make its copies.

• It should have chemical and structural stability.

• Mutation- it should offer a chance for evolution

• It should possess a hereditary unit which follows “Mendelian inheritance”.

• DNA vs RNA

• The difference between DNA and RNA explains the reason why DNA serves as the genetic material instead of RNA. By comparing DNA 
and RNA, it is evident that both the nucleic acids are able to replicate. Stability is an important criterion for continuity. DNA fulfils this 
criterion. This point was proved in Griffith’s experiment. The heat-killed S strain bacteria retained their virulent property when appropriate 
conditions were provided. In the case of RNA, 2‘-OH group present in them make them more reactive. Hence, DNA is proved to be less 
reactive chemically and more stable structurally than RNA. Thymine makes DNA more stable than RNA, where it is substituted by uracil.











DNA VS RNA



EXPERIMENTS ON DNA AS A GENETIC 
MATERIAL



Frederick Griffith(1874-1941) British 
bacteriologist



Griffith’s Decisive Experiment: The Discovery of Bacterial 
Transformation

• In 1928, in an attempt to develop a vaccine against pneumonia, 
Frederick Griffith became the first to identify bacterial 
transformation, in which the form and function of a bacterium 
changes. Both virulent and avirulent Streptococcus pneumoniae were 
under his study. The virulence of the bacterium is determined by its 
capsular polysaccharide. Virulent strains have a capsule which is 
enclosed in a capsular polysaccharide, whereas avirulent strains do 
not. The nonencapsulated bacteria are readily engulfed and 
destroyed by phagocytic cells in the host animal's circulatory system. 
However, due to their protective outer polysaccharide capsule, 
virulent strains are not easily engulfed by the host's immune system, 
so they can multiply and cause pneumonia.

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/biochemistry-genetics-and-molecular-biology/bacterium-transformation
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/biochemistry-genetics-and-molecular-biology/streptococcus-pneumoniae
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/biochemistry-genetics-and-molecular-biology/polysaccharide
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/immunology-and-microbiology/phagocyte


Griffith Experiment





Griffith Experiment

• In Griffith's experiment, the virulent S. pneumoniae that has a smooth (S) capsule 
in its appearance was capable of causing lethal infections upon injection into 
mice (Fig. 1.1). Because of their lack of a protective coat, the R-type bacteria are 
destroyed by the animal after the injection, as previously described. As such, the 
mice are still alive after the injection of R-type bacteria. When S-type bacteria 
were killed by the heat, they were no longer able to cause a lethal infection upon 
injection into mice alone. However, when the heat-killed S-type bacteria and live 
R-type bacteria were injected together, neither of which causes lethal infection 
alone, the mice died as a result of pneumonia infection. It was found that the 
virulent trait that was responsible for production of the polysaccharide capsule 
was passed from the heat-killed S-type cells into the live R-type cells, thus 
converting the R-type bacteria into S-type bacteria, allowing it to become virulent 
and lethal by evading the host's immune response. Griffith concluded that the 
heat-killed bacteria somehow converted live avirulent cells to virulent cells, and 
he called the component of the dead S-type bacteria the “transforming principle.”



• The presence or absence of the capsule also causes a visible 
difference between colonies of virulent and avirulent strains. 
Encapsulated bacteria form smooth, shiny-surfaced colonies (S) when 
grown on an agar culture plate. On the other hand, nonencapsulated 
strains produce rough colonies (R). As such, it is easy to identify the 
difference between these two strains through standard 
microbiological culture technique.



Griffith experiment on transformation



Griffith Experiment



• The Avery–MacLeod–McCarty experiment was an experimental 
demonstration, reported in 1944 by Oswald Avery, Colin MacLeod, 
and Maclyn McCarty, that DNA is the substance that causes bacterial 
transformation, in an era when it had been widely believed that it 
was proteins that served the function of carrying genetic information (with 
the very word protein itself coined to indicate a belief that its function 
was primary). It was the culmination of research in the 1930s and early 
20th century at the Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research to purify and 
characterize the "transforming principle" responsible for the transformation 
phenomenon first described in Griffith's experiment of 1928: 
killed Streptococcus pneumoniae of the virulent strain type III-S, when 
injected along with living but non-virulent type II-R pneumococci, resulted 
in a deadly infection of type III-S pneumococci. In their paper "Studies on 
the Chemical Nature of the Substance Inducing Transformation of 
Pneumococcal Types: Induction of Transformation by a Desoxyribonucleic 
Acid Fraction Isolated from Pneumococcus Type III", published in the 
February 1944 issue of the Journal of Experimental Medicine, Avery and 
his colleagues suggest that DNA, rather than protein as widely believed at 
the time, may be the hereditary material of bacteria, and could be 
analogous to genes and/or viruses in higher organisms.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Colin_Munro_MacLeod
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maclyn_McCarty
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bacterial_transformation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Proteins#History_and_etymology
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rockefeller_Institute_for_Medical_Research
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Griffith%27s_experiment
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Streptococcus_pneumoniae
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Virulent
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Journal_of_Experimental_Medicine
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gene
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Virus


O.T.Avery ,C.M.Macleod and M.McCarty



• In 1944, Oswald Avery, Colin MacLeod, and Maclyn McCarty published what is 
now considered a classic paper in the field of molecular genetics. In this work, 
they demonstrated that DNA is the transforming principle. The schematic 
diagram of their experiment. 

In their experiments, they removed the protein from the transforming extract 
through organic solvent extraction. After this treatment, proteins were absent from 
the transforming extract. They found that the transforming principle was still active, 
which meant the heat-killed bacteria were still able to convert live avirulent cells to 
virulent cells. They also performed chemical, enzymatic, and serological analysis, 
together with the results from electrophoresis, ultracentrifugation, and ultraviolet 
spectroscopy .

• These treatments can remove carbohydrates, lipids, protein, or RNA from the 
extract. They found that carbohydrates, lipids, protein, and RNA were also not the 
transforming substance. Chemical testing of the final product gave a strong 
positive reaction for DNA. The final confirmation came with experiments using 
crude samples of the DNA-digesting enzyme deoxyribonuclease (DNase), which 
can degrade DNA, specifically. They demonstrated that the transforming principle 
can be destroyed by this enzyme. There was no loss of transforming activity after 
heat inactivated this enzyme. As such, their observations confirmed that DNA is 
the transforming substance.



O.T.Avery ,C.M.Macleod and M.McCarthy
Experiment





Hershey and Chase Experiment



Famous Hershey and Chase of DNA fame



Hershy and Chase Experiment

• A. D. Hershey and Martha Chase in 1952. Hershey and Chase used T2 
bacteriophage in their experiment to identify whether DNA or protein 
is the genetic material. Bacteriophage can infect E. coli and use the 
host to synthesize new phage particle. The phage consists of protein
coat surrounding a core of DNA. The phage attaches to the bacterial 
cell, and the genetic component of the phage enters the bacterial 
cells. Following infection, the viral genetic component dominates the 
cellular machinery of the host cells and leads to viral reproduction. 
Subsequently, many new phages are constructed, and the bacterial 
cell is lysed, releasing the progeny viruses. This process is normally 
referred to as the lytic cycle.



Hershy and Chase Experiment…..

• After the attachment and genetic material entry, the empty phage coats 
were removed through high shear force in a blender. The force stripped off 
the attached phages so that the phage and the bacteria could be analyzed 
separately. Centrifugation separated the lighter phage particles from the 
heavier bacterial cells. Following this separation, the bacterial cells, which 
now contained viral-labeled DNA, were eventually lysed as the new phages 
were produced. These progeny phages contained 32P but not 35S. These 
results suggested that the protein of the phage coat remains outside the 
host cells and is not involved in directing the production of new phages. On 
the other hand, phage DNA enters the host cells and is directly involved in 
phage reproduction. Because the genetic material must first enter the 
infected cells, they concluded that DNA is the genetic material, and that it 
contains genes passed along through generations.



Structure of T2 bacteriophage















RNA as Genetic material



Fraenkel Conrat’s Experiment



Fraenkel Conrat’s Experiment





CYTOLOGICAL BASIS OF 
CROSSING OVER



To demonstrate that crossing over is associated with actual exchange of 
chromosome segments, special experiments were devised by G. Stern 
in Drosophila and by H.S. Creighton and B. McClintock in corn. These 
experiments were reported in 1931 and had utilized chromosomes, 
whose morphology was altered due to chromosomal aberrations in 
order to make it identifiable from its homologue. Another experiment 
was conducted by M. Meselson and J. Weigle in lambda (λ) phage, 
demonstrating exchange of DNA segments.



Stern's experiment in Drosophila

Drosophila (fruitfly) stocks carrying translocations were utilised by C. 
Stern in order to produce a female Drosophila having a part of Y-
chromosome attached to one of the two X-chromosomes. The other X-
chromosome of this female fly was also marked (identifiable due to 
distinct morphology) and consisted of two approximately equal 
fragments, each carrying its centromere. These two X-chromosomes in 
the female fly could be distinguished not only from each other, but also 
from normal X-chromosome under the microscope.





In the above female fly, one of the two fragments of an X-chromosome carried 
mutant alleles for carnation eye (car is recessive showing light eye colour) 
and barred eye (B is dominant showing narrower eyes).

The other X-chromosome, having a part of Y attached, carried normal alleles of 
these two genes, so that the female heterozygote for both these genes (car B/+ +) 
had barred eyes (but normal eye colour, since car is recessive to +). 

Such females were crossed with male flies having recessive alleles for both these 
genes (car, +). In such a situation, this makes a simple testcross.

If no crossing over takes place between the two genes in question, two types of 
gametes i.e., car B and ++ will be produced from the female flies. 

Crossing over will give two additional types of gametes i.e., car + and + B. 

Due to fertilization of two types of non-crossover and the other two types of 
crossover gametes by male gametes carrying X-chromosome (car +), four kinds of 
female flies will be produced. 

Another four kinds of male flies will be produced due to fertilization by Y carrying 
male gametes.



The flies which are classified as crossovers on the basis of phenotype 
i.e., carnation (with normal eye shape) and barred (with normal eye 
colour) were studied cytologically.

It was found that carnation flies did not have any fragmented X-
chromosome, but rather had normal X-chromosome. 

On the other hand, barred flies had a fragmented X-chromosome with 
a segment of Y-chromosome attached to one of the two fragments of 
X-chromosome. Such cytological observations suggested that genetic 
crossing over was accompanied with an actual exchange of 
chromosome segments.



• It was concluded that crossing over should be the result of exchange 
of chromosome segments. However, since homologous chromosomes 
normally exchange reciprocal segments, resulting chromosomes will 
exhibit no morphological differences. Therefore, except the visible 
chiasmata, there is no other cytological observation which will 
substantiate that actual exchange of chromosome segments really 
takes place.



Creighton and Mc Clintock’s
Experiments on Maize:

They observed a corn plant which had a pair of chromosomes 
whose two members could be held apart cytologically. Among 
them, one was normal and another had a trans-located piece of 
another chromosome at one end. The other end was like a knob 
(hard round protuberance).



• The normal chromosome carried ‘c’ for colourless endosperm 
and W for non waxy endosperm. Other knobbed chromosome 
had alleles ‘C’ for coloured and ‘w’ for waxy endosperm. 
Creighton and Mc Clintock crossed this plant with a plant 
having homologous chromosome with recessive genes i.e., 
colourless waxy ‘ccww’.

• As a result of gametogenesis, two non cross-overs and two 
cross-overs gametes will be formed which after union will form 
four kinds of offsprings.







• The non-crossover plants i.e., colourless non waxy and 
colourless waxy obtained from parent either knobbed 
chromosome or normal but cross-over plants had one 
chromosome of this particular pair i.e., colourless waxy (ccww) 
contained a chromosome with trans-located piece but no knob, 
where as coloured starchy (CcWw) showed knobbed 
chromosome but no trans-located piece.

• Thus cross-overs showed cytological evidence of crossing over 
i.e., exchange of homologous chromosome parts during 
maturation of germ cells.



Sex linked inheritance



• In Mendelian pattern of inheritance, the genes for contrasting 
characters were located on autosomes but not on the sex 
chromosomes. Secondly, the result of reciprocal cross is same as 
normal cross which is not the case with sex linked inheritance. 
There are three types of sex-linked genes depending upon their 
association with particular chromosome.

• They are as follows:

• (i) The genes which are located on X-chromosomes are called X-
linked genes or sex linked genes.

• (ii) The genes which are located on Y chromosomes are called Y-
linked genes or holandric genes.





• A character from the father goes to the daughter (F1) and then 
from daughter to grandson in the next generation (F2). Such 
type of inheritance is also called as criss-cross inheritance. In 
this type of inheritance result of the reciprocal crosses are not 
identical as in case with Mendelian crosses.



• Sex-Linkage in Drosophila:

• T.H. Morgan (1910) for the first time discovered sex-linkage in 
Drosophila melanogaster. Morgan when experimenting noted 
the sudden appearance of one white-eyed male (mutant form) in 
the culture of normal red-eyed Drosophila. This white-eyed 
male was crossed with red eyed female. The F1 flies (both male 
and female) were all red-eyed indicating that white eye colour is 
recessive to the normal red eye colour.





• When these F1 flies were inter-crossed freely, the red-and white-
eyed flies appeared in the ratio 3: 1 in the F2 generation. White-
eyed flies were male. Among the red eyed flies two-third were 
female and one-third were male. The females were all red eyed 
whereas 50% males were white eyed and the remaining 50% 
males were red eyed (Fig. 5.21).

•

https://www.biologydiscussion.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/12/clip_image00619.jpg


• If a reciprocal cross is performed between white eyed female 
and red eyed male individual, all female individuals in 
Ft generation are red eyed and all male individuals, are white 
eyed. When these two types of individuals from F1 generation 
are inter crossed, female population in F2 generation will consist 
of 50% red eyed and 50% white eyed individuals. Similarly the 
male population in this generation consists of 50% red eyed and 
50% white eyed individual (Fig. 5.19).





• (i) Gene for white eye colour in male Drosophila is located in X-
chromosome and Y chromosome is empty, carrying no normal allele 
for eye colour.

• (ii) In white eyed female Drosophila there are two X chromosomes, 
each one bearing a gene for white eye colour (w). It transmits one 
gene for white eye colour (w) to each offspring.

• (iii) As we can see in the above reciprocal crosses, the gene for 
recessive white eye colour (w) passes by father on to daughter 
(F1 generation). The daughter in turn passes this gene to her sons 
(F2 generation). The character thus seems to alter or cross from one 
sex to the other in its passage from generation to generation. In other 
words, character is transferred from mother to son and never from 
father to the son.



• Characteristics of Sex Linked Inheritance:

• (a) It is a criss-cross inheritance as the father passes its sex-
linked character to his daughter who in turn passes it to the 
grandson.

• (b) Daughter does not express the recessive trait but act as 
carrier in the heterozygous condition.

• (c) Female homozygous for recessive trait expresses the trait.

• (d) Any recessive gene borne by the X chromosome of male is 
immediately expressed as Y chromosome has no allele to 
counteract.



• 1. Red Green Colour Blindness:

• Colour blindness is an example of sex linked character. Those 
who suffer from red green colour blindness cannot distinguish 
between red and green colour. The gene for this defect is located 
on X chromosome. It was first studied by Horner (1876). Colour 
blindness is recessive to normal vision.



• (i) Normal Woman and Colour Blind Man:

• When a normal woman is married to a colour blind man, their 
children (daughters and sons) have normal colour vision. But 
when their daughters were married to normal man, 50% of their 
sons are colour blind and the remaining 50% are normal, while 
the daughters were all normal.

• (ii) Colour Blind Woman and Normal Man:

• If a colour blind woman marries a normal man, their daughters 
are normal but all their sons are colour-blind. When these 
F1 daughters are married to colour blind men, colour blind sons 
and daughters are born in equal number.



2. Haemophilia (Bleeder’s Disease):

• Haemophila is another popular example of sex linked 
inheritance in human beings. It is caused by a mutant gene (h) 
present in X chromosome and recessive to normal gene and is, 
therefore, suppressed in heterozygous condition. Individuals 
suffering from this disease lack a factor responsible for clotting 
of blood. So in the absence of blood clotting substance, a minor 
cut or injury may cause prolonged bleeding leading to death. 
This disease in man is generally restricted to male members.



Inheritance of Haemophilia







Sex influenced traits





Pattern baldness in human beings



Sex limited traits









Sex determination





















Papaya sex determination















Sex Determination



Sex determination in Melandrium album









Y LINKED INHERITANCE

• Y linkage, also known as holandric inheritance (from Ancient Greek ὅλος hólos, "whole" + ἀνδρός andrós, 
"male"), describes traits that are produced by genes located on the Y chromosome. It is a form of sex linkage.

• Y linkage can be difficult to detect. This is partly because the Y chromosome is small and contains fewer genes than 
the autosomal chromosomes or the X chromosome. It is estimated to contain about 200 genes. Earlier, the human 
Y chromosome was thought to have little importance;.Although the Y-chromosome is sex-determining in humans and 
some other species, not all genes that play a role in sex determination are Y-linked. The Y-chromosome, generally does 
not undergo genetic recombination and only small regions called pseudoautosomal regions exhibit recombination. The 
majority of the Y-chromosome genes that do not recombine are located in the "non-recombining region".[3]

• For a trait to be considered Y linkage, it must exhibit these characteristics:

• occurs only in males

• appears in all sons of males who exhibit that trait

• is absent from daughters of trait carriers; instead the daughters that are phenotypically normal and do not have affected 
offspring.

• These requirements were established by the pioneer of Y linkage, Curt Stern. Stern detailed in his paper genes he 
suspected to be y-linked. His requirements at first made Y linkage hard to prove. In the 1950s using human pedigrees, 
many genes were incorrectly determined to be Y-linked. Later research adopted more advanced techniques and more 
sophisticated statistical analysis.Hairy ears are an example of a gene once thought to be Y-linked in humans; however, 
that hypothesis was discredited. Due to advancements in DNA sequencing, Y linkage is getting easier to determine and 
prove. The Y-chromosome is almost entirely mapped, revealing many y-linked traits.

•

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Y_linkage#cite_note-3








Methods of gamete ,
genotype,phenotype

derivation in Genetics





For dihybrid cross



For trihybrid cross



Forked line method/branching method



Branching method for deriving genotypes
in a dihybrid cross



For deriving phenotypes



Forked line method /branching method
for phenotype



Branching method for Trihybrid cross



Branching method for genotypes in
trihybrid



Derive using branching method

Q1.Derive gametes
1.AaBBCCDdEe
2.AABBCcDdee
Q2.Derive genotypes
 1.AaBb x AaBb
 2.AaBbCc xAaBbCc
 3.AABBCcEe xAaBbCcEE



Linkage and crossing over



Linkage

• Tendency of genes present on the same chromosome to be inherited 
together



Coupling and repulsion hypothesis

• William Bateson and Reginald Punnett were interested in trait 
inheritance in the sweet pea and were studying two genes—the 
gene for flower colour (P, purple, and p, red) and the gene 
affecting the shape of pollen grains (L, long, and l, round). They 
crossed the pure lines PPLL and ppll and then self-crossed the 
resulting PpLl lines. According to Mendelian genetics, the 
expected phenotypes would occur in a 9:3:3:1 ratio of 
PL:Pl:pL:pl. To their surprise, they observed an increased 
frequency of PL and pl and a decreased frequency of Pl and pL
.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Bateson
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mendelian_inheritance
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phenotype


Experimental results

• PPLL                                                X                   ppll
(purple flowers,long pollen)                     (red flowers,round pollen)

Testcross

• PpLl X              ppll
(purple flowers,long pollen)      (red flowers,round pollen)                 

7:1:1:7 ( 1:1:1:1)



Experimental results

• PPll X                   ppLL

(purple flowers,round pollen)                     (red flowers,long pollen)

Testcross

• PpLl X                     ppll

(purple flowers,long pollen)                     (red flowers,round pollen)

1:7:7:1      (1:1:1:1)



• Bateson explained the deviation from normal testcross ratios as 
gametic coupling and gametic repulsion.



Coupling and repulsion



T.H.Morgan’S experiment on Drosophila









T.H.Morgan’S experiment on Drosophila



Crossing over

• Crossing over is the exchange of genetic material between non-
sister chromatids of homologous chromosomes during meiosis, 
which results in new allelic combinations in the daughter cells.

https://biologydictionary.net/homologous-chromosomes/
https://biologydictionary.net/meiosis/
https://biologydictionary.net/daughter-cells/


Features of Crossing Over:

• The main features of crossing over are :
1. Crossing over takes place during meiotic prophase, i.e., during 

pachytene. Each pair of chromosome has four chromatids at that time.

2. Crossing over occurs between non-sister chromatids. Thus one chromatid 
from each of the two homologus chromosomes is involved in crossing over.

3. It is universally accepted that crossing over takes place at four strand 
stage.

4. Each crossing over involves only two of the four chromatids of two 
homologus chromosomes. However, double or multiple crossing over may 
involve all four, three or two of the four chromatids, which is very rare.



Features of Crossing Over:

5. Crossing over leads to re-combinations or new combinations between linked 
genes. Crossing over generally yields two recombinant types or crossover types and 
two parental types or non-crossover types.

6. Crossing over generally leads to exchange of equal segments or genes and 
recombination is always reciprocal. However, unequal crossing over has also been 
reported.

7. The value of crossover or recombinants may vary from 0-50%.

8. The frequency of recombinants can be worked out from the test cross progeny. It 
is expressed as the percentage ratio of recombinants to the total population 
(recombinants + parental types). Thus,



i. Classical Theory:

• This theory states that first chiasma is formed and then crossing 
over takes place. The genetic crossing over occurs as a result of 
physical strain imposed by chiasma formation. The chiasma is 
formed at diplotene stage of meiosis and crossing over occurs 
between diplotene and anaphase.

• In this case, 1 : 1 relationship between chiasmata and crossing 
over is not observed because chiasma may not lead to breakage 
and subsequent genetic crossing over.



ii. Chiasma Type Theory:

• This theory was proposed by F.A.Janssens in 1909 and later on 
elaborated by Belling and Darlington in 1924. According to this 
theory, first crossing over occurs and then chiasma is formed. The 
crossing over occurs sometimes during early meiotic stages, perhaps 
at pachytene, when homologous chromatids are closely paired.

• As the meiotic cell moves towards metaphase and reductional 
division, a chiasma is formed at the point where crossing over has 
occurred. Thus according to this theory each chiasma represents one 
genetic cross over. This theory remains at present the most accepted 
explanation for the relationship between genetic crossing over and 
cytological observed chiasmata.



Molecular Mechanism of Crossing 
Over:

There are two important theories viz:

• 1. Copy choice theory and

• 2. Breakage and reunion theory to explain the mechanism of 
crossing over.



i. Copy Choice Theory:

• This copy choice model was used by Joshua Lederberg in 1955 to 
explain the recombination in microbial systems based on Belling’s 
hypothesis(1928). This theory states that the entire recombinant 
section or part arises from the newly synthesised section. The non-
sister chromatids when come in close contact they copy some section 
of each other resulting in recombination. According to this theory, 
physical exchange of preformed chromatids does not take place.

• The non-sister chromatids when come together during pairing, copy 
part of each other. Thus, recombinant chromosome or chromatids 
have some alleles of one chromatids and some of other. The 
information may be copied by one strand or both the strands. When 
only one strand copies, non-reciprocal recombinant is produced.

•

https://www.biologydiscussion.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/clip_image006-118.jpg


Crossing over (Copy choice theory)

If copy process involves both strands of 
chromosomes, reciprocal recombinants are 
produced. Assume, there are two chromosomes, 
viz., AB and ab. When their chromatids come in 
close contact they copy each other and result in 
Ab and aB re-combinations besides parental 
combinations.



• This theory has two objections:

• 1. According to this theory DNA replication  occurs in 
conservative mode, while it has been observed to be 
semiconservative .

• 2.Copychoice model predicts that in every meiosis when 
multiple crossovers occur,only two of the four chromatids are 
involved. 



ii. Breakage and Reunion Theory:
C.D.Darlington (1935)

• This theory states that crossing over takes place due to breakage 
and reunion of non-sister chromatids. The two segments of 
parental chromosomes which are present in recombinants arise 
from physical breaks in the parental chromosomes with 
subsequent exchange of broken segments (Fig. 9.2).

• The breakage results due to mechanical strains that result from 
the separation of paired homologous chromosomes and 
chromatids in each chromosome during pachytene stage. The 
broken ends of non-sister chromatids unite to produce 
chiasmata resulting in crossing over.



Breakage and reunion theory



Types of crossing over

• 1. Single Crossing Over:

• When there occurs only one chiasma or crossing over at one point in 
chromosome pair then it is referred to as single crossing over. The gametes 
which are produced by this crossing over are said as single cross-over 
gametes.

• 2. Double Crossing Over:

• Occasionally or some times crossing over occurs at two points in the same 
chromosome pair. This is said as double crossing over. The gametes 
produced by this crossing over are called double cross-overs. It occurs 
seldom than single crossing over.

• 3. Multiple Crossing Over:

• Crossing over may also occur at three, four or more points in the same 
chromosomes pair and correspondingly said as triple, quadruple, or 
multiple crossing over.



Interference:

• The term interference was coined by Muller which refers to the 
tendency of one crossover to reduce the chance of another 
crossover in its adjacent region. Interference is affected by gene 
distance on the chromosome. Lesser the gene distance greater is 
the interference and vice versa. Generally, it is observed that 
crossing over in one region of chromosome may check the 
crossing over in the second region.

• Negative interference:- Sometimes the presence of 
recombination in one region enhances the chance of 
recombination in another adjacent region.



Coefficient of interference estimation

• Coefficient of interference (%) = 1 – Coefficient of coincidence x 
100



Coincidence:
• Coincidence:

• This term was also coined by Muller to explain strength or 
degree of interference. The coefficient of coincidence is the 
percentage ratio of observed double crossovers to the expected 
double crossovers. The greater the coincidence, lesser will be the 
interference and vice versa. Thus,



Coincidence:

• Coefficient of coincidence is a measure of the intensity of 
interference, because it has negative association with 
interference. The value of the coefficient of coincidence is less 
than 1 for positive interference, greater than 1 for negative 
interference, 1 for absence of interference and zero for complete 
or absolute interference.
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DNA

Watson and Crick model

In 1953, J.D.Watson (an American biologist) and F.H.C. Crick (a 
British Physicist) proposed the three-dimensional model of 
physiological DNA (i.e. B-DNA) on the basis of X-ray diffraction 
data of DNA obtained by Franklin and Wilkins. For this epoch-
making discovery, Watson, Crick and Wilkins got Nobel Prize in 
medicine in 1962.
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Features of Watson and Crick’s model of DNA

• 1. The DNA molecule consists of two polynucleotide chains or strands that spirally 
twisted around each other and coiled around a common axis to form a right-
handed double-helix.

• 2. The two strands are antiparallel i.e. they run in opposite directions so that the 
3′ end of one chain facing the 5′ end of the other. 3. The sugar-phosphate 
backbones remain on the outside, while the core of the helix contains the purine 
and pyrimidine bases.

• 4. The two strands are held together by hydrogen bonds between the purine and 
pyrimidine bases of the opposite strands.

• 5. Adenine (A) always pairs with thymine (T) by two hydrogen bonds and guanine 
(G) always pairs with cytosine (C) by three hydrogen bonds. This 
complementarity is known as the base pairing rule. Thus, the two stands are 
complementary to one another.

• 6. The base sequence along a polynucleotide chain is variable and a specific 
sequence of bases carry the genetic information.
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Features ………

• 7. The base compositions of DNA obey Chargaff’s rules (E.E. Chargff, 
1950) according to which A = T and G = C; as a corollary ∑ purines 
(A+G) = ∑ pyrimidines (C + T); also (A + C) = (G + T). It also states 
that ratio of (A + T) and (G + C) is constant for a species

• 8. The diameter of DNA is 20nm or 20 Å . Adjacent bases are 
separated 0.34 nm or by 3.4 Å along the axis. The length of a 
complete turn of helix is 3.4 nm or 34 Å i.e. there are 10bp per turn.

• 9. The DNA helix has a shallow groove called minor groove (˜1.2nm) 
and a deep groove called major groove (~2.2nm) across.

DNA

• DNA was first recognized and identified by the Swiss 
biologist, Johannes Friedrich Miescher in 1869 during his 
research on white blood cells.These cells were difficult to extract 
from the lymph glands, but they were found in great quantities in the 
pus from infections. Miescher collected bandages from a nearby clinic 
and washed off the pus. He experimented and isolated a new 
molecule - nuclein - from the cell nucleus. He determined that nuclein
was made up of hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen and phosphorus and 
there was an unique ratio of phosphorus to nitrogen. He was able to 
isolate nuclein from other cells and later used salmon sperm (as 
opposed to pus) as a source.
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• Subsequently the name was changed to nucleic acid and lastly 
to deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA). Robert Feulgen, in 1914, discovered 
that fuchsin dye stained DNA.

• During the 1920s, biochemist P.A. Levene analyzed the components of 
the DNA molecule. He found it contained four nitrogenous 
bases: cytosine, thymine, adenine, and guanine; deoxyribose sugar; 
and a phosphate group. He concluded that the basic unit 
(nucleotide)was composed of a base attached to a sugar and that the 
phosphate also attached to the sugar. 

DNA

Albrecht Kossel began to investigate the chemical compositions and 
properties of nucleic acids.  He got the Nobel Prize in Physiology or 
Medicine 1910 In 1879 Kossel began studying the recently isolated 
substances known as “nucleins” (nucleoproteins), which he 
showed to consist of a protein portion and a nonprotein portion 
(nucleic acid). From 1885 to 1901 he and his students used 
hydrolysis and other techniques to chemically analyze the nucleic 
acids, thus discovering their component 
compounds: adenine, cytosine, guanine, thymine, and uracil.
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Phoebus Levene went on to discover deoxyribose in 1929. Not 
only did Levene identify the components of DNA, he also showed 
that the components were linked together in the order phosphate-
sugar-base to form units. He called each of these units 
a nucleotide, and stated that the DNA molecule consisted of a 
string of nucleotide units linked together through the phosphate 
groups, which are the 'backbone' of the molecule. His ideas 
about the structure of DNA were wrong; he thought there were 
only four nucleotides per molecule.

Types of DNA

• There are three different DNA types:
• A-DNA: It is a right-handed double helix similar to the B-DNA form. 

Dehydrated DNA takes an A form that protects the DNA during extreme 
condition such as desiccation. Protein binding also removes the solvent 
from DNA and the DNA takes an A form.

• B-DNA: This is the most common DNA conformation and is a right-handed 
helix. Majority of DNA has a B type conformation under normal 
physiological conditions.

• C-DNA: This form exists at 66% relative humidity in the presence of 
Lithium ions.

• Z-DNA: Z-DNA is a left-handed DNA where the double helix winds to the 
left in a zig-zag pattern. It was discovered by Andres Wang and Alexander 
Rich. It is found ahead of the start site of a gene and hence, is believed to 
play some role in gene regulation.
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Z DNA vs B DNA

Z DNA left handed :B DNA right handed
Z DNA phosphate backbone is zigzag : B DNA regular
Z DNA sugar residues have alternating orientation so repeating unit is a 
dinucleotide :B DNA repeating unit is a mononucleotide
Z DNA diameter 18 Å : B DNA diameter 20 Å
Z DNA length of helix per turn 45 Å : B DNA length of helix per turn 34 Å   
Z DNA 12 nucleotides per turn : B DNA 10 nucleotides per turn Å

DNA Replication

The structure of DNA (as deciphered by James D. 
Watson and Francis Crick in 1953) suggested that each strand of 
the double helix would serve as a template for synthesis of a new 
strand. It was not known how newly synthesized strands 
combined with template strands to form two double helical DNA 
molecules.
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Three models proposed for DNA 
replication:
• Semiconservative replication would produce two copies , each 

contained one of the original strands of DNA and one new 
strand. Semiconservative replication is beneficial for DNA repair. 
During replication, the new strand of DNA adjusts to the 
modifications made on the template strand.

• Conservative replication would leave the two original template DNA 
strands together in a double helix and would produce a copy 
composed of two new strands containing all of the new DNA base 
pairs.

• Dispersive replication results in daughter duplexes that consist of 
strands containing only segments of parental DNA and newly 
synthesized DNA.

Modes of DNA replication
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Meselson-Stahl experiment

In 1958, Matthew Meselson and Franklin Stahl set out to distinguish 
among these possibilities. They grew E. coli cells in 
a medium containing the heavy isotope of nitrogen (15N) rather than the 
normal light (14N) form. This isotope was inserted into the nitrogen 
bases, which then were incorporated into newly 
synthesized DNA strands. After many cell divisions in 15N, the DNA of 
the cells were well labeled with the heavy isotope. The cells were then 
removed from the 15N medium and put into a 14N medium; after one and 
two cell divisions, samples were taken. DNA was extracted from the 
cells in each of these samples and put into a solution of cesium chloride 
(CsCl) in an ultracentrifuge.

If cesium chloride is spun in a centrifuge at tremendously high speeds (50,000 rpm) 
for many hours, the cesium and chloride ions tend to be pushed by centrifugal force 
towards the bottom of the tube. 
Ultimately, a gradient of Cs+ and Cl− ions is established in the tube, with the highest 
ion concentration at the bottom. 
Molecules of DNA in the solution also are pushed toward the bottom by centrifugal 
force. But, as they travel down the tube, they encounter the increasing salt 
concentration, which tends to push them back up owing to the buoyancy of DNA (its 
tendency to float). 
Thus, the DNA finally “settles” at some point in the tube where the centrifugal 
forces just balance the buoyancy of the molecules in the cesium chloride gradient. 
The buoyancy of DNA depends on its density (which in turn depends on the ratio 
of G–C to A–T base pairs). 
The presence of the heavier isotope of nitrogen changes the buoyant density of 
DNA. The DNA extracted from cells grown for several generations on 15N medium
can be readily distinguished from the DNA of cells grown on 14N medium by the 
equilibrium position reached in a cesium chloride gradient. Such samples are 
commonly called heavy and light DNA, respectively.
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Meselson and Stahl found that, one generation after the heavy cells were 
moved to 14N medium, the DNA formed a single band of an 
intermediate density between the densities of the heavy and light 
controls. After two generations in 14N medium, the DNA formed two 
bands: one at the intermediate position, the other at the light position 
(Figure). This result would be expected from the 
semiconservative mode of replication; in fact, the result is compatible 
with only this mode if the experiment begins with chromosomes 
composed of individual double helices.

Meselson and Stahl Experiment
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Semiconservative mode of DNA replication



Cell division



Cell cycle



Cell cycle
•
•

•

•
•
•

•

•

•

Phases of Cell Cycle
Cell cycle or cell division refers to the series of events that take place in a cell leading to its maturity and subsequent division.
These events include duplication of its genome and synthesis of the cell organelles followed by division of the cytoplasm.
Human cells exhibit typical eukaryotic cell cycle and take around 24 hours to complete one cycle of growth and division. The
duration of the cycle, however, varies from organism to organism and cell to cell.
A typical eukaryotic cell cycle is divided into two main phases:-
Interphase
Also known as the resting phase of the cell cycle; interphase is the time during which the cell prepares for division by undergoing
both cell growth and DNA replication. It occupies around 95% time of the overall cycle. The interphase is divided into three phases:
-
G1 phase (Gap 1) – G1 phase is the phase of the cell between mitosis and initiation of replication of the genetic material of the
cell. During this phase, the cell is metabolically active and continues to grow without replicating its DNA.
S phase (Synthesis) – DNA replication takes place during this phase. If the initial quantity of DNA in the cell is denoted as 2N, then
after replication it becomes 4N. However the number of chromosomes does not vary, viz., if the number of chromosomes during
G1 phase was 2n, it will remain 2n at the end of S phase. The
G2  phase (Gap 2) –During this phase, the RNA, proteins, other macromolecules required for multiplication of cell organelles,
spindle formation, and cell growth are produced as the cell prepares to go into the mitotic phase.
 



Mitosis



Mitosis



Meiosis



Meiosis



Prophase 1



GeneticCode

Geneticcodeisdefinedasthesequenceofnitrogenbases(nucleotides)in
mRNAmoleculewhichcontainstheinformationforthesynthesisofprotein
molecules.

Acodonisdefinedasthesequenceofnitrogenbases(nucleotides)inmRNA
whichcodesforasingleaminoacid.

NirenbergandMathaei(1961)experimentallyprovedthatasingleaminoacidis
determinedbyasequenceoftherenitrogenbases.Thesequenceofthree
nitrogenbasesdeterminingasingleaminoacidiscalledatripletcode.
Thegeneticcodehasthefollowingcharacteristics:
1.Triplet

AsingleaminoacidisspecifiedbyasequenceofthreenucleotidesinthemRNA.
Thisiscalledacodon.Hence,acodonisatripletasitisformedofthreebases

mRNAwithcodons.

2.Universal

Geneticcodeisuniversalinnature.Onetypeofcodedeterminesthesameamino
acidinallorganismsincludingviruses,bacteria,plantsandanimals.

3.Colinearity

ThecodonsinmRNAandtheaminoacidsinpolypeptidechainshavealinear
arrangement.

ColinearityofmRNAandProtein

.



4.Commaless

Thereisnocommaorpunctuationbetweentheadjacentcodons.Thatis,each
codonisimmediatelyfollowedbythenextcodonwithoutanyspacesinbetween.

5.Non-overlapping

Recentdiscoversshowthatcodonsarenon-overlapping.Henceeachletteris
readonlyonce.

6.Polarity

Thecodehasadirectionorpolarity.Itisreadinonlyonedirection.Usuallyitis
readfrom the5/(5prime)endofmRNA.

Initiationcodon
Thesynthesisofapolypeptidechainisinitiatedbyacodoncalledinitiation
codon.Itislocatedinthebeginningofacistron(gene).Theinitiationcodonis
constantinmostcoses.ItisAUGanditcodesfortheaminoacidmethionine.

Terminationcodon
Thesynthesisofapolypeptidechainiscompletedbyacodoncalledtermination
codon.Itislocatedattheendofacistron.TheterminationcodonmaybeUAA,
UGA,orUAG.Theterminationcodondoesnotcodeforanyaminoacid.Henceit
isalsocallednon-sensecodon.
Thecodonwhichdoesnotcodeforanyaminoacidiscalledanon-sensecodon.
ThereistotRNAanticodonfornon-sensecodon.SotheyarenotreadbytRNA.
Buttheyarerecognisedbyreleasefactors(RF).

mRNAShowinginitiationcodonandterminationcodon



CodonsandAnticodons

ThecodonsofmRNAcanbasepairwithcomplementarycodonsoftRNA.The
codonoftRNAiscalledanticodon.Inbasepairing,thebaseApairswithUandG
withC.

ThecodoninthemRNAisreadfrom the5/(5primeend).SothecodonAUG,
maybewrittenas5/AUG3/.ThecorrespondinganticodoninthetRNAmaybe
writtenas5/UAC3/Thismeansthatthefirstbasewillbeatthe5/endinboth
codonandanticodon.

Degeneracy

Asingleaminoacidmaybespecifiedbymanycodons.Thisiscalleddegeneracy.
Suchcodonsarecalleddegeneratecodons.Forexample,Phenylalaninehastwo
codonssuchasUUUandUUC.AlaninehasfourcodonssuchasGCU,UCC,GCA
andGCG

WobbleHypothesis
WobblehypothesiswasproposedbyCrickin1965.Itexplainsthepropertyofanticodons.Accordingtothis
hypothesis,theanticodonpresentinthetRNAhasacapacitytopairwithmorethanonecodonpresentin
themRNA.Thisisduetothenon-specificityofthethirdbaseoftheanticodon.Thisnon-specificthirdbase
iscalledwobblebase.Thisbasecanpairwithanormalbaseandalsowithanunusualbase.Theunusual
basepairingofthewobblebaseiscalledwobblepairing.

Forexample,theanticodonUCGofserinetRNArecognisesthecodonAGC inthemRNA.Herethethirdbase
GoftRNApairswithCofmRNA.G-Cpairingisthenormalbasepairing.TheUCGanticodoncanalsopair
withanothercodonUCU.HerethethirdbaseGoftRNApairswithUofmRNA.TheG-Uisanunusualbase
pairinganditiscalledwobblebasepairing.

WobbleHypothesis.



Useofhomopolymer
ThefirstgeneticcodewasidentifiedbyNirenbergandMathaeiin1961andthe
firstcodonidentifiedwasUUU.Thiscodedeterminestheaminoacid
Phenylalanine.

Foridentifyingthegeneticcode,NirenbergandMathaei usedasyntheticmRNA
calledpolyU.Thispolynucleotidecontainsonlyonetypeofnucleotidethe
polyuridylicacid (UUUUUUU….).Henceitiscalledahomopolymer.This
homopolymerisaddedtoa preparationofcellextractcontainingribosomes,
enzymes,tRNA,ATP,GTP,et.Intheextract,proteinsynthesistakesplace.Itis
foundthatthenewlysynthesizedproteinisapolypeptidechainformedofonly
phenylalanine.Thus,itisprovedthatthecodonUUUdeterminestheaminoacid
phenylalanine.

NirenbergandOchoarepeatedthesameexperimentusingpolyA(AAAAAA…) andpolyC(CCCCCC….).
TheyfoundthatthecodonAAAdeterminestheaminoacidlysineandthecodonCCCdeterminestheamino
acidpraline.

UseofHeteropolymer

Heteropolymerisapolynucleotidecontainingmorethanonetypeofnucleotides.Khoranasynthesized
heteropolymershavingknownsequencesusingtwotypesofnucleotides,namelyCandU.BycombiningC
andUaDinucleotideCUisformed.CombiningtwosuchDinucleotidetetranucleotide(CUCU)isproduced.
AddingsuchnucleotidesresultsinthesynthesisofthepolynucleotideCUCUCUCUCU….Thispolynucleotide
containsalternatingCUC andUCU codons.Whenthispolynucleotideisusedforproteinsynthesis,a
polypeptidechaincontainingalternatingunitsofaminoacidsleucineandserineareproduced.Thusitis
provedthatthecodonCUCcodesforleucineandUCUcodesforserine.

IdentificationofthecodesCUCandUCUusingheteropolymer



UseofTrinucleotides

LederandNirenberg(1964)usedtrinucleotidesforbreakingthecodes.Theyusedcellulosenitratefilters

andthetechniqueiscalledfilterbindingtechnique.

AmixtureofsyntheticpolyUandribosomesispreparedonthecellulosenitratefilter.ThevarioustRNAs,

eachcarryingaspecificaminoacidlabelledwithC14areindividuallypassedthroughthefilter.The

phenylalaninetRNAsareattachedtothepolyUandareretainedonthefilter.TheotheraminoacidtRNAs

arepassedthroughthefilter.ThisprovesthatthecodonUUUcodesforphenylalanine.

In this method,trinucleotidescan be used instead ofpolynucleotides.A mixture ofribosomesand
trinucleotidesarepreparedonthefilter.IfthetrinucleotidespreparedisUUU,onlyphenylalanine-tRNAsbind
tothetrinucleotidesandaretrappedonthefilter.Theotheraminoacidspassthrough.

SimilarlywhentrinucleotidesAAAisadded,lysinetRNAisboundtothefilter.Inthiswaybeaddingspecific
trinucleotidesonthefilter,thedifferentcodonsforthedifferentaminoacidscanbedirectlyelucidated.

No Aminoacid mRNAcodes

1 Alanine GCUGCCGCAGCG

2 Arginine CGUCGACGGAGA

3 AsparticacidCGCAGG

4 Cysteine UGUUGC

5 GlutamicacidGGUGGCGGAGGG

6 Glycine CUACUG

7 Leucine UUUUUC

8 PhenylalanineUUUUUC

9 Serine UCUUCCUCAUCG
AGUAGC

10Valine GUUGUCGUAGUG



RegulationofGeneExpression

Geneexpression
referstothemanifestationofaphenotypiccharacterbytheactivityofgene.A
geneexpressesitscharacterbyproducingaproteinoranenzyme.Duringgene
expression,thereisaflow ofgeneticinformationfrom DNAtoproteins.Gene
expressioninvolvestwomainstepsnamelytranscriptionandtranslation.

RegulationofGeneExpression
Eachadultcellcontainsthefullsetofgenesnecessaryforthedevelopmentofan
adultanimal.However,inanycellallthegeneswillnotfunctiontosynthesize
proteins.Onlyoneorafew geneswillbefunctioninginanyadult.Theother
geneswillnotfunctionandsynthesizeproteins.Thegeneswhicharefunctioning
aresaidtobeswitchedoffandthegeneswhicharenotfunctioning,aresaidto
beswitchedon. Asforexample,inthecellsofisletsofLangerhans,thegenes
responsibleforthesynthesisofinsulinareswitchedonandallothergenesare
switchedoff;inthecellsoftheoviduct,thegenesresponsibleforovalbumin
switchedonandallothergenesareswitchedoff.

RegulationofGeneExpressioninProkaryotes
Regulationofgeneexpressioniswellstudiedinthebacterium Escherichiacoli,a
prokaryote.InE.coliotherprokaryotes,thegeneexpressionisregulatedattwo
levels.Theyare:I.Regulationofenzyme II.Regulationoftranscription

RegulationofEnzyme
InE.coli,certainenzymesarecontinuouslyproducedregardlessoftheirneeds.
Theseenzymesarecalledconstitutiveenzymes.Theyrequirenogeneregulation.
Eg.Enzymesofglycolysis.
Certain otherenzymes are synthesized only when they are needed.Such
enzymes are called regulated enzymes.They require gene regulation.Eg.
Enzymesoflactosemetabolism.

Theregulationofenzymeisbroughtbythefollowingmechanisms.
1.Enzymeinduction
2.Enzymerepression
3.Feedbackinhibition

1.Enzymeinduction
Whensubstrateispresentinthemedium,anenzymeissynthesizedbythe
bacterium to metabolizethesubstrate.Thisphenomenon iscalled enzyme
induction.Thesubstratewhichisresponsiblefortheenzymeiscalledinducer
andtheenzymeiscalledinducibleenzyme.thesubstrate,theinducibleenzyme
andthegenesinvolvedinitconstituteaninduciblesystem.
Thelactosemetabolism inE.coliisaninduciblesystem.Whenlactoseisadded
to a medium,the enzymes β-galactosidase,β-galactoside permease and
thiogalactoside transacetylase are synthesized simultaneously.These three



enzymes  areinvolvedinthemetabolism oflactose.Lactose,thusactsasthe
inducer.

2.Enzymerepression
Certainenzymesarenormallysynthesizedandarepresentatallinthecell.When
theendproductisproducedinlargeamount,theenzymessynthesisisstopped.
Thisphenomenoniscalledenzymerepression.Theenzyme,thesynthesisof
whichisinhibited,iscalledrepressibleenzymeandtheendproductwhich
inhibitsthesynthesisoftheenzymecalledcorepressor.Therepressibleenzyme,
thecorepressorandthegenesinvolvedconstitutearepressiblesystem.
Thisphenomenonofonandoffmechanism ofgeneiscalledregulationofgene
expression.Theregulationofgeneexpressionhelpstheprokaryotestoadjust
withtheenvironmentalchangesasforexamplechangesintheculturemedium.
Ineukaryotes,theregulationofgeneexpressionfacilitatesdifferentiationand
alsohelpstheanimalstorespondto hormonalandnervousstimulation.
Histidinepathwayisarepressiblesystem.Whentheaminoacidhistidineis
presentinlargeamountinthemedium,itactsasaco repressor.Theco
repressorcombineswithanapoprotein(aproductofregulatorgene)toform a
repressor.The repressorinhibits the synthesis ofenzymes responsible for
histidinesynthesis.

3.Feedbackinhibition
Infeedinhibition, theenzymeactivityisinhibitedbytheproductwhenitis
producedinexcess.Henceitisalsocalledendproductinhibition.Herethe
enzymesynthesisisnotinhibited;buttheenzymeactivityisinhibitedbytheend
product.
InE.coli,isoleucineissynthesizedfrom threonine.Thisisthreonineisoleucine
pathway.Theendproductinthispathwayisisoleucine.Whenisoleucineis
neededforthecell,thethreonineisoleucinepathwaycontinues.Ifisoleucineis
producedinexcess,theendproductinhibitsthethreonine-isoleucinepathway

RegulationofTranscription
TranscriptionreferstothesynthesisofmRNAfrom DNA.Itisastageingene
expression.Inprokaryotes,thegenesareregulatedattheleveltranscription.

TypesofRegulationofTranscription
Therearefourtypesofregulationoftranscription.Theyare:
1.Negativeregulation
2.Positiveregulation
3.Autoregulation
4.Co-ordinateregulation

NegativeRegulation:Innegativeregulation,theblockedgeneissetfreefor
transcription.Innegativeregulation,aninhibitorpresentinthecell,prevents
transcription.Theinhibitorisaregulatorproteincalledrepressor.
Theinhibitorbindswiththegeneandpreventstranscription.Thetranscriptionis



initiatedbyanotherproteincalledinduced.Theinducerbindswiththeinhibitor
andmakesthegenefreetoinitiatetranscription.
InE.coli,thesynthesisofenzymeproteinsinthepresenceoflactosebythelac
operonisduetonegativeregulation.
Inabiosyntheticpathway(anabolism),theendproductusuallyregulatesitsown
synthesis.Inthesimplesttypeofnegativeregulation,absenceoftheendproduct
usuallyin creasesitssynthesisand presenceoftheproductdecreasesits
synthesis.

Negativeandpositiveregulation.

Innegativeregulation,aninhibitorbound to DNA,mustberemovedbefore
transcriptioncanoccur.Inpositiveregulation,aneffectormoleculemustbindto
theDNA.Asystem mayberegulatedbothpositivelyandnegatively;thenthe
system isonwhenthepositiveregulatorisboundtotheDNAandthenegative
regulatorisnotboundtotheDNAandthenegativeregulationisnotboundtothe
DNA.

PositiveRegulation
In positive regulation,an effectormolecule (inducer)activates a gene and
transcriptionisinitiated.Theactivatormoleculeattachestotheinitiatorsiteon
thegeneandthetranscriptionisinitiated.Aninitiatorsiteonthegeneandthe
transcription isinitiated.Aninhibitordoesnotinhibitpositiveregulation.Eg.Ara
operon.
Thepositiveregulation maybeoftheinducibleorrepressibletype.In the
induciblesystem,theeffectormoleculesfunctionsastheinducer.
In the repressible system,the effectormolecule is the coreprssor.The
coreprssorpreventsactivatorfunction.

Autoregulation:InAutoregulation,theproteinsynthesizedbyagene,directly
inhibitsthetranscriptionbythesamegene,whentheproteinisproducedihhigh
concentration.Thisproteinistranslatedfrom amonocistronicmRNA.

Coordinate Regulation:When severalenzymesactin sequence in a single
metabolicpathway,theregulationisbroughtaboutbytheinhibitionofsynthesis
ofeitherallornoneoftheseenzymes.Inhibitorofsynthesisofallenzymes



results from the controlofthe synthesis ofa single polycistronic mRNA
moleculeencodingalloftheenzymes.Thistypeofregulationdoesnotoccurin
eukaryotesbecauseeukaryotic mRNAisusuallymonocistronic.

OperonHypothesis
Operon isasetofcloselylinked genesregulating ametabolicpathwayin
prokaryotes.TheoperonhypothesiswasputforwardbyJacobandMonodin
1961.Forthisdiscovery,theywereawardedwiththeNobelPrizein1965.
Abacterium containsthousandsofgenes.Whenallthegenesfunctioningatthe
sametime,thecellwillfloodedwithenzymesandproteins.Atanyonetimethe
requiredenzymesaloneareproduced.Otherenzymeswhicharenotrequiredare
notsynthesized.Thegenesfortherequiredenzymesareswitchedonandthe
othergenesareswitchedoff.
Thisonandoffmechanism wasexplainedwasbytheoperonmodel.

LacOperon
1.lacoperonisasetifgenesresponsibleforthemetabolism oflactoseinE.coli.
TheoperonwasdiscoveredbyJacobansMonodin1961.
2.Thelacoperonconsistsof3structuralgenes,namelyz,yandaand3control
genes,namelyapromotergene(P),aregulatorgene(I)andanoperatorgene(O).

Structureoflacoperon;repressedstateoflacoperon;C.Depressedstateoflacoperon.

3.Thestructuralgenesareresponsibleforthesynthesisofthreeenzymes,
namelyβ-galactosidasebythe Z galactosidepermease bythe geneyand
thiogalactosidetransacetylasebythegenea.
4.Theoperatorgeneiscloselylinkedtohefirststructuregenez.Whenthe
operatorgeneisactive,thestructuralgenessynthesizeenzymes.
5.Theactivityofoperatorgeneisdecidedbyarepressor(Protein)synthesized



bytheregulatorgene.
6.Whentherepressorbindstotheoperatorgene,theoperatorgeneismadenon-
functional.Thisstateoftheoperatorgeneiscalledrepressedstateandthe
phenomenon is called repression.During repression,the enzymes are not
synthesized.
7.Whenlactoseisintroducedintothemedium itdiffusesintothecellandbinds
totherepressorproteintoform aninactiveinducerrepressorcomplex.
8.Theinactiveinducerrepressorcomplexcannotbindtotheoperatorgeneand
theoperatorgenesaresetfreetodothefunction.Thisstateoftheoperatorgene
iscalleddepressedstateandthephenomenoniscalledderepression.
9.Whentheoperatorgeneisderepressed,theRNA polymerasebindstothe
promotergene.Thisinitiatesthetranscriptionofstructuralgenes.
10.Thetranscriptionofstructuralgenesleadstothesynthesisofthe3enzymes,
namely β-galactosidase, galactoside permease and thiogalactoside
transacetylase.
11.Thesethreeenzymesbringaboutthemetabolism oflactose.β-galactosidase
splitslactoseintoglucoseandgalactose,Galactosidepermeasefacilitatesthe
entryoflactoseintothecell.Thefunctionofgalactosidetransacetylaseisnot
known.
12.In the lacoperon system,the lactose functionsasan inducerforthe
synthesisofthethreeenzymes.Hencethelacoperonsystem iscalledan
induciblesystem.
13.Thelacoperonisasystem ofnegativeregulation;theregulatorprotein
repressorpreventsgenetranscription.
14.CAMP-CAPcomplexisfunctioningasaregulatoryelementoflacoperon.The
cAMP-CAPbindstoabasesequenceintheDNAofthepromotergeneinorderto
starttranscription.ThisthecAMP-CAPcomplexactsasapositiveregulator.
Thuslacoperonactsindependentlybothpositivelyandnegatively.Therepressor
proteinactsasanegativeregulatorandthecAMP-CAPproteinactsasapositive
regulator.



DNA Replication



DNA replication is the action of DNA polymerases synthesizing a 
DNA strand complementary to the original template strand. To 
synthesize DNA, the double-stranded DNA is unwound by 
DNA helicases ahead of polymerases, forming a replication fork 
containing two single-stranded templates. Replication processes 
permit the copying of a single DNA double helix into two DNA 
helices, which are divided into the daughter cells at mitosis. The 
major enzymatic functions carried out at the replication fork are 
well conserved from prokaryotes to eukaryotes, but the 
replication machinery in eukaryotic DNA replication is a much 
larger complex, coordinating many proteins at the site of 
replication, forming the replisome.



















Steps in DNA replication

The process of DNA replication can be summarized as follows:

1. DNA unwinds at the origin of replication.

2. Helicase opens up the DNA-forming replication forks; these are extended in both 
directions.

3. Single-strand binding proteins coat the DNA around the replication fork to prevent 
rewinding of the DNA.

4. Topoisomerase binds at the region ahead of the replication fork to prevent supercoiling 
(over-winding).

5. Primase synthesizes RNA primers complementary to the DNA strand.

6. DNA polymerase III starts adding nucleotides to the 3′-OH (sugar) end of the primer.

7. Elongation of both the lagging and the leading strand continues.

8. RNA primers are removed and gaps are filled with DNA by DNA pol I.

9. The gaps between the DNA fragments are sealed by DNA ligase.





Prokaryotic DNA Replication: Enzymes and Their Function

Enzyme/protein Specific Function

DNA pol I
Exonuclease activity removes RNA primer and replaces with newly synthesized 
DNA

DNA pol II Repair function

DNA pol III Main enzyme that adds nucleotides in the 5′-3′ direction

Helicase
Opens the DNA helix by breaking hydrogen bonds between the nitrogenous 
bases

Ligase
Seals the gaps between the Okazaki fragments to create one continuous DNA 
strand

Primase Synthesizes RNA primers needed to start replication

Sliding Clamp Helps to hold the DNA polymerase in place when nucleotides are being added

Topoisomerase
Helps relieve the stress on DNA when unwinding by causing breaks and then 
resealing the DNA

Single-strand binding proteins (SSB) Binds to single-stranded DNA to avoid DNA rewinding back.
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RNA Polymerase









Sequential binding of transcription factors





Transcription in prokaryotes



TERMINATION  OF TRANSCRIPTION

In Rho-dependent termination, the RNA contains a binding site 

for a protein called Rho factor. Rho factor binds to this 

sequence and starts "climbing" up the transcript towards RNA 
polymerase. ... Rho-independent termination depends on 
specific sequences in the DNA template strand.



TRANSCRIPTION TERMINATION



TRANSCRIPTION TERMINATION



TRANSCRIPTION TERMINATION
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Lampbrushchromosome

ALampbrushchromosome(firstseenbyFlemmingin1882)isthelargestchromosomeknown
andisfoundintheamphibianoocytes(immatureeggs).Lampbrushchromosomesoccurduring
thediplotenestageofmeiosisI.Theyaremeioticbivalents,eachconsistingof2sister
chromatids.Lampbrushchromosomesareclearlyvisibleeveninthelightmicroscope,where
theyareseentobeorganizedintoaseriesoflargechromatinloopsemanatingfrom alinear
chromosomalaxis.

AgivenloopalwayscontainsthesameDNAsequence,anditremainsextendedinthesame
mannerastheoocytegrows.ThesechromosomesareproducinglargeamountsofRNAforthe
oocyte,andmostofthegenespresentintheDNAloopsarebeingactivelyexpressed.The
majorityoftheDNA,however,isnotinloopsbutremainshighlycondensedinthechromomeres
ontheaxis,wheregenesaregenerallynotexpressed.

Itisthoughtthattheinterphasechromosomesofalleucaryotesaresimilarlyarrangedinloops.
Althoughtheseloopsarenormallytoosmallandfragiletobeeasilyobservedinalight
microscope,othermethodscanbeusedtoinfertheirpresence.Forexample,ithasbecome
possibletoassessthefrequencywithwhichtwolocialonganinterphasechromosomeare
pairedwitheachother,thusrevealingcandidatesforthesitesonchromatinthatform the
closelyapposedbasesofloopstructures.TheseexperimentsandotherssuggestthattheDNA
inhumanchromosomesisorganizedintoloopsofdifferentlengths.Atypicalloopmight
containbetween50,000and200,000nucleotidepairsofDNA,althoughloopsofamillion
nucleotidepairshavealsobeensuggested.

Giantchromosomesinthelampbrushform areusefulmodelforstudyingchromosome
organizationandgeneexpressionduringmeioticprophase,sincetheyallowtheindividual
transcriptionunitstobevisualized.

Lampbrushchromosomes
Thelampbrushchromosomehasthefollowingsalientfeatures:
1.ItwasdiscoveredbyRuckertin1892.
2.Itcontainslateralloopsandappearslikeabrush.Hencethenamelampbrushchromosomes.
3.ItisfoundintheoocytesofSagitta,Sepia,Echinaster(Echinoderm),insects,sharks,
amphibians,reptiles,andbirds.
4.Itisgiantchromosome.Itislargerinsize.Henceitiscalledagiantchromosome.
5.Eachlampbrushchromosomeconsistsofamainaxisandmanylateralloops.
6.Themainaxisofeachchromosomeisformedof4chromatids.
7.Themainaxiscontainsaseriesofthickeningscalledchromomere.
8.From eachchromomereapairoflateralloopsoneoneachside.
9.Eachloophasanaxialfibre.Theaxialfibreisthecontinuationofthechromonemaofthe
mainaxis.HenceitcontainsDNA.
10.Theaxialfibreoftheloopissurroundedbyamatrix.Thematrixisformedgivesafuzzy
appearance.
11.Thesynthesisofproteinsandyolk takesinthelateralloops



LambBrushChromosomes

1.Chromomere 2.ChromosomesAxis 3.ThinInsertion 4.Chromatids

5.RNA+Protein 6.Matrix 7.Chromonemal

LambBrushChromosomewithapairofloops

Polytenechromosomes



Polytenechromosomehave thefollowingsalientfeatures:

1.ItwasdiscoveredbyBalbianiin1881.
2.ItisfoundinthesalivaryglandcellsofChironomuslarva.Henceitisalsocalledsalivarygland
chromosome.
3.Itisagiantchromosome.Itislargerinsize.Forexample,inDrosophilamelanogasteritis
1000timeslargerthansomaticchromosomes.
4.Thelargersizeofthechromosomesisduetothepresenceofmanylongitudinalstrands
calledchromonemata.HencetheyarealsocalledPolytenechromosomes(many standard).
5.Themanystrandsofthegiantchromosomesareduetorepeateddivisionofthechromosome
withoutthecytoplasmicdivision.Thistypedivisioniscalledendomitosis.
6.ThePolytenechromosomecontainstwotypesoftransversebands,namelydarkbandsand
interbands.Thedarkbandsaredarklystainedandtheinterbandsarelightlystainedwith
nuclearstains.ThedarkbandscontainmoreDNAandlessRNA.Theinterbandscontainmore
RNAandlessDNA.

PolyteneChromosome
7.ThebandsofPolytenechromosomesbecomeenlargedatcertaintimestoform swellings
calledpuffsorBalbianirings.Theformationofpuffsiscalledpuffing.
Intheregionsofpuffsthechromonematauncoilandopenoutfrom manyloops.Thuspuffingis
causedbytheuncoilingofindividualchromomeresinaband.Thepuffsindicatethesiteactive
geneswhenmRNAsynthesistakesplace.

PolyteneChromosomes



TRANSLATION



Steps in translation:

1. Activation of aminoacids:  
•The activation of aminoacids take place in cytosol.
•The activation of aminoacids is catalyzed by their aminoacyl tRNA 
synthetases.
•All the 20 aminoacids are activated and bound to 3’ end of their specific 
tRNA in the presence of ATP and Mg++.
•The N-formylated methionine is chain initiating aminoacid in bacteria 
whereas methionine is chain initiating aminoacid in eukaryotes.
•Methionine is activated by methionyl-tRNA synthetase. For N-
formylmethionine tRNA  used  tRNAfmet.
•Similarly, all 2o aminoacids are activated (amino acyl-AMP enzyme 
complex) and then bound to their specific tRNA forming Aminoacyl tRNA.



Aminoacyl tRNA synthetase

They catalyze the bonding between specific tRNAs and 
the amino acids that their anticodon sequences call for. The 
product of this reaction is an aminoacyl-tRNA.In bacteria, this 
aminoacyl-tRNA is carried to the ribosome by EF-Tu, where 
mRNA codons are matched through complementary base 
pairing to specific tRNA anticodons.







Codons and anticodons

The mRNA carries genetic information encoded as a 
ribonucleotide sequence from the chromosomes to the 
ribosomes. The ribonucleotides are "read" by translational 
machinery in a sequence of nucleotide triplets called codons. 
Each of those triplets codes for a specific amino acid.

tRNAs have a site for amino acid attachment, and a 
site called an anticodon. The anticodon is an RNA triplet 
complementary to the mRNA triplet that codes for their 
cargo amino acid.



Structure of tRNA molecule



INITIATION



The Shine-Delgarno sequence

In bacteria and a minority of archaea, initiation of protein 
synthesis involves the recognition of a purine-rich initiation 
sequence on the mRNA called the Shine-Delgarno sequence. 
The Shine-Delgarno sequence binds to a complementary 
pyrimidine-rich sequence on the 3' end of the 16S rRNA part of 
the 30S ribosomal subunit. The binding of these complementary 
sequences ensures that the 30S ribosomal subunit is bound to 
the mRNA and is aligned such that the initiation codon is placed 
in the 30S portion of the P-site.



Ribosomal sites

The ribosome has three sites for tRNA to bind. They are the 
aminoacyl site (abbreviated A), the peptidyl site (abbreviated P) 
and the exit site (abbreviated E). With respect to the mRNA, the 
three sites are oriented 5’ to 3’ E-P-A, because ribosomes move 
toward the 3' end of mRNA. The A-site binds the incoming tRNA 
with the complementary codon on the mRNA. The P-site holds 
the tRNA with the growing polypeptide chain. The E-site holds the 
tRNA without its amino acid.



• In the first step, initiation factor-3 (IF-3) binds to 30S ribosomal 
unit.

• Then mRNA binds to 30S ribosomal subunit in such a way that 
AUG codon lie on the peptidyl (P) site and the second codon lies 
on aminoacyl (A) site.

• IF2 complexed with GTP and IF1 binds to the small subunit.
• The tRNA carrying formylated methionine ie. FMet–tRNAFMet is 

palced at P-site. This specificity is induced by IF-2 with utilization 
of GTP. The IF-1 prevent binding of FMet–tRNAFMet in A-site.

• Shinedalgrno sequence in the mRNA guide correct positioning of 
AUG codon at P-site of 30S ribosome.

• After binding of FMet–tRNAFMeton P-site, IF-3, IF-2 and IF-1 are 
released so that 50S ribosomal unit bind with 30S forming 70S 
ribosome. The exit site is located in 50S.

•



ELONGATION



• i. Binding of AA-tRNA at A-site:
• The 2nd tRNA carrying next aminoacid comes into A-site and 

recognizes the codon on mRNA. This binding is facilitated by 
EF-TU and utilizes GTP.

• After binding, GTP is hydrolysed and EF-TU-GDP is released
• EF=TU-GDP then and enter into EF-TS cycle.
• ii. Peptide bond formation:
• The aminoacid present in t-RNA of P-site ie Fmet is 

transferred to t-RNA of A-site forming peptide bond. This 
reaction is catalyzed by peptidyltransferase.

• Now, the t-RNA at P-site become uncharged



• iii. Ribosome translocation:
• After peptide bond formation ribosome moves one codon ahead along 

5’-3’ direction on mRNA, so that dipeptide-tRNA appear on P-site and 
next codon appear on A-site.

• The uncharged tRNA exit from ribosome and enter to cytosol.
• The ribosomal translocation requires EF-G-GTP (translocase enzyme) 

which change the 3D structure of ribosome and catalyze 5’-3’ 
movement.

• The codon on A-site is now recognized by other aminoacyl-tRNA as in 
previous.

• The dipeptide on P-site is transferred to A-site forming tripeptide.
• This process continues giving long polypeptide chain of aminoacids.
•



TERMINATION



Termination

Termination of the polypeptide occurs when the A site of the 
ribosome is occupied by a stop codon (UAA, UAG, or UGA) on 
the mRNA. tRNA usually cannot recognize or bind to stop 
codons. Instead, the stop codon induces the binding of a release 
factor protein.

(RF1 & RF2)  release factors  prompts the disassembly of the 
entire ribosome/mRNA complex by the hydrolysis of the 
polypeptide chain from the peptidyl transferase center of the 
ribosome






















